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Abstract 

 

Rail transportation remains one of the cheapest and most effective modes of 

transportation in the Southern African Development Community. The proficiency and 

capability of the railway system, however, requires capital investment in infrastructure, 

transport system and, more importantly, rail infrastructure to support socio-economic 

growth and regional interlink across African nations. To accelerate socio-economic 

growth in the Southern African Development Community, there is a need for the 

African countries to work together. This is done with the intention of improving 

progress by minimising the cost of doing business through local integration and 

management. 

Previous studies suggests that the heavy haul company experiences challenges of 

reliability and maintainability of its rolling stock, while trying to meet its business and 

customer objectives. This research aims to determine the challenges that affect the 

heavy haul company’s rolling stock and identify critical success factors that can 

improve and optimize the reliability and maintainability of the rolling stock operating in 

the Thabazimbi channel, South Africa. The research utilized statistical data 

approaches and a questionnaire to answer the research questions and gain an in-

depth understanding of the phenomena of the case study company. 

 

The results revealed that the fleet was experiencing a decreasing failure rate, meaning 

the failures were emanating from the production or manufacturing design phase from 

the Original Equipment Manufacturer. The results and operational data strongly 

agreed that the heavy haul company railway infrastructure experiences theft and 

vandalism. The organisation did not have a modern reliability system or technology to 

detect failures before they occurred. Also the organisation did not adhere to its existing 

maintenance schedule, hence most of the failures were as a result of unplanned or 

unscheduled maintenance. 

 

It is recommended that the heavy haul company focus on visual management, and 

people involvement who are responsible for the maintenance of the rolling stock 

operating in the Thabazimbi channel.  
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Furthermore the organisation should adopt a proactive approach to manage and 

implement asset management policy to optimise its reliability and maintainability of its 

rolling stock. 
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1. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 

Moving freight by rail remains one of the major transportation modes in the present 

business world. Although railcars contrast negatively with road trucks and planes 

concerning flexibility, adaptability, and speed, the delivery costs are lower and the 

energy effectiveness is higher (Magadagela, Nel and Marnewick, 2017).  

 

Heavy Haul Company is one of the biggest freight rail companies in the South African 

railway industry. It transports bulk and containerised freight along a 20 500km rail 

network, of which 1 500km comprises heavy haul export lines (Transnet, 2018).  

Its network includes almost 4 000 km of branch lines. Heavy haul company’s main 

business lines are the export coal line, the export iron ore line and the general freight 

business. The network and rail service provides strategic links between ports and 

production hubs and is connected with the railways of the Southern African 

Development Community (SADC) region, thus enabling trade with Africa (Transnet, 

2018). Heavy Haul Company transports fourteen (14%) percent of South Africa’s 

freight tonnage annually, operates 1050 trains a day and serves 450 customers 

(Transnet, 2018). Transports 250 million tonnes annually, and conveys 98 commodity 

groups over more than 4 000 origin-destination combinations (Transnet, 2018). 

 

Railway freight transportation has been considered as a safe transportation mode and 

the increasing demand for it to transport goods and services for a country has 

drastically improved over the years. Thabazimbi channel operates with different assets 

which include 807 wagons and 234 locomotives. Thabazimbi Channel rail line is 

approximately 1874 Km consisting of double and single-track rail the, 777 Km double-

track rail is electrified by 3 KV DC line operated by electric locomotives. 

 

 Diesel locomotives operate the single-line track rail. The Thabazimbi channel forms 

part of the five operating channels of the heavy haul company namely; Natcor, Phala, 

Coal and Cape channel, these channels were established to drive the organisation’s 

operational objectives. In order to stay competitive and deliver on customer 

requirements.  
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Thabazimbi channel operates between 100 – 200 trains a day mainly focusing on 

Steel, Bulk cement, Coal, Lime and Grain commodities, amongst others (Transnet, 

2018). 

 

1.1 The International Railways 

 

International railways can be grouped into five key areas, the greatest being the North 

American segment which has a joined course length of around 337 791km Bannikov, 

Dmitry, Sirina; Nina, Smolyaninov and Alexander (2018). The Russian, Indian and 

Chinese Railways (RIC) part has a joined course length of 268 652km and the 

European rail division 212 785km of consolidated course length Bannikov, et al., 

(2018). The two smallest divisions are the South American and Southern African 

Development Community (SADC) segments. The SADC division sits at a joined 

course length of 40 126km, which is commanded by South Africa's 22 051km. The 

North American and RIC areas represent 58 percent of the world's railroad courses, 

utilise 73 percent of the world's railroad workers, control 63 percent of the world's trains 

and record for 93 percent of the world's ton-kilometres (Havenga, 2015).  

 

In the USA, railway systems, are organised by improving the way their systems are 

arranged to operate with the end goal that trains move from the starting point then into 

the next in the most efficient approach.  

 

Diesel locomotive engines must meet the needs and requirements of reliability and 

availability of an organisation to meet the organisation’s maintenance strategy. Studies 

reveal that most diesel engine failures account for about 60 percent, and that China 

spends approximately 60 percent of its maintenance budget on diesel locomotive 

engine failures. Research shows that the majority of the failures are as a result of 

over/under maintenance (Zhang, 2012).  

 

1.1.1 Sub-Saharan Africa Region (AFR) 

 

Most of the railways in Africa were rigorously run-down because their reliability and 

rolling stock were poor.  
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They are requiring substantial rehabilitation of both infrastructure and rolling stock. 

They generally carry volumes at densities that are very low by world standards-what 

would be called branch line flows.  

 

Transnet Freight Rail (TFR), Zimbabwe, Botswana, Swaziland and Zambian railways 

are amongst the railways in the region that are thriving to have reliable and 

continuously rehabilitating their infrastructure, reliability management and rolling 

stock. To support the neighbouring countries with commodities such as grain, 

petroleum and oil products, to enhance and improve food security and the economy 

of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Amos and (Thompson, 

2009). 

 

1.1.2 East Asia and Pacific Region (EAP) 

 

The Chinese railway framework (China rail) is managed under the Ministry of Railways 

of China (MOR). The Chinese railway network conveys 98 percent of the area's rail 

line traffic. It has 18 regional operational railways operating around 62,200 rout-km. 

MOR has found ways to improve the reliability of the railway system by contributing to 

a program that is required to cost over two hundred billion (Dhlamini, 2010). The 

project will increase rout-km to 100,000 km by 2020, increase electric traction from 31 

percent of the current rail network to 50 percent of the system, and will expand double-

track lines from 39 percent to 50 percent. Besides 7, 000 km of the new system will be 

devoted to passenger-only lines operating in ranges of 200-300kilometres per hour 

(km/h) speeds, hence improving reliability and rolling stock will open up existing lines 

for freight growth, that contribute 0.2 percent yearly into the Chinese Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) Amos and Thompson (2009). Figure 1 shows the positive impact that 

MOR or Chinese railway system has and contributed into the country’s GDP, through 

implementation and investing in the reliability and rolling stock of the railway system 

(Bloomberg, 2019). 
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1.1.3 Europe and Central Asia Region (ECA) 

 

This district has the largest rail network reflecting the solid role that was allocated to 

railways in passenger and freight divisions when they were planned economies. In the 

decade 1996 to 2005, the rail network in the district declined in all respects possibly 

(by under 2 percent) Amos and (Thompson, 2009). Freight traffic in the area expanded 

in the decade by around 51 percent from the dimensions of 1996 (after a period in 

which traffic levels had been abandoned). The increases are not uniform over the 

district. The most grounded increase has been in Russia and Kazakhstan because of 

the resources boom. This means that in this region, the government or stakeholders 

do not have plans or programs to improve the reliability and railway infrastructure due 

to the unreliable infrastructure, funding and road transportation. Russian rail freight 

grew by 64 percent and overall total traffic by about 55 percent. This is because 

government instructed ministries of Transport and Economic Development to 

rehabilitate the state and reliability, infrastructure and rolling stock of the Russian 

railways to attract more customers and improve the country’s railway system 

(Bloomberg, 2019). 

 

 

Figure 1 China Gross Domestic Product Growth (Bloomberg, 2019, p. 39) 
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1.1.4 Latin America Region (LAC) 

 

The Latin American railways were most of the time operated by private companies. As 

a result, the railway infrastructure was left unattended, and that affected the reliability 

of the network and its rolling stock. Studies conducted by Makhanya (2016) further 

stresses that infrastructure left unattended to results, in dilapidation and distresses the 

asset Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE), a measurement of Total Preventative 

Maintenance (TPM).Research conducted Makhanya (2016) further classifies the 

following two aspects that result in engineering product failures:  

 

 The item is naturally unable, which implies the item will fail because of errors in 

the configuration and endure fundamentally at the inaccurate recurrence.  

 Wear-out: a procedure making an item turned out to be weaker with age 

 

However, privatisation of the Argentine railways was virtually complete by 1996, 

followed by Mexican railways, Bolivian railways, and Chilean Colombian railways in 

1999. The current government of these states has established a 30-year program to 

rehabilitate the railway infrastructure and the network because the freight traffic in the 

region increased by around 80 percent over the decade, heavily concentrated in Brazil, 

Argentina and Mexico. Therefore according to Tsao (2010) this region is still facing the 

reliability, availability and maintainability of a reliable railway system. 

 

1.1.5 The Middle East and North Africa Region (MENA) 

 

The railways of the region change extensively in their qualities. Egyptian National 

Railways, for instance, is a main passenger railway (91 percent of the traffic is 

passenger). Over the ten years 1996-2005, Algeria, Egypt and Tunisia lost freight 

traffic, though freight traffic on the different railways developed by 30 percent and more 

Conradie, Fourie, Vlok and Treurnicht (2015). The biggest railway, Iran, gained up 40 

percent more freight. There have been efficiency upgrades over the area because the 

government has set up Reliability Engineers to revive the railway infrastructure and its 

rolling stock.  
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Research by Makhanya (2016) further emphasises that the ability of a railway system 

to perform depends on the ability that its assets are well maintained and have a proper 

reliability management system. To be able to meet its customer demand and 

operational targets. 

 

1.1.6 South Asia Region (SAR) 

 

Indian Railways (IR) represents almost 98 percent of the majority of the rail cargo 

traffic in the location, and around 95 percent of the rail passenger traffic. With around 

59 percent of its total traffic as freight traffic (Gandhare, et al., 2014). The legislature 

of India (and IR) has all the more as of late been thinking about the development of 

another and separate freight rail lines in the '' Golden Quadrilateral'' that interfaces 

Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata and Chennai, to satisfy the increased freight demand and 

improve the system reliability and maintenance of rolling stock. The new lines will 

likewise improve efficiency freight operations, longer trains, and on-time arrival and 

departure of trains to increase customer satisfaction and quality. Research conducted 

by Seletlo (2018) also states that the need to increase rail transportation is of high 

importance because it also increases the global market share, and allows railway 

industry to be more flexible and reliable in their customers to deliver their goods and 

services on time.  

 

1.2 The South African Railways 

 

South African rail network comprises of two primary networks namely; the freight rail 

network and the passenger rail network. The two networks are owned by government 

and operated by state owned enterprises, namely Transnet Freight Rail (TFR) and 

Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA). South Africa has a broad railway 

network which provides support to the road network to move a huge number of huge 

amounts of cargo everywhere throughout the nation. In any case, for a long time, the 

conditions of railway networks have been decaying as track maintenance was 

conceded due to an absence of funding. This has brought about poor railway lines.  

Research done by Dailydka (2015) stresses that freight logistics play a pivotal role in 

a nation's economy and internationally, it is viewed as fundamental for national and 
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territorial financial advancement. Some developed nations like Canada, Germany and 

the USA are putting resources into freight system structures and expansions, while 

developing nations are utilising freight transportation as a method for accomplishing 

more prominent financial development and situating it as a focal angle in their 

monetary improvement designs (Dailydka, 2015). 

 

1.3 Reliability in Railways 

 

The reliability of an item is the probability that the item will perform a specific function 

under specified operational and environmental conditions at the end throughout a 

specified time. Reliability must devise certain criteria, and it depends on various 

factors, most of which are haphazard. It is difficult to measure reliability since there is 

no mechanism through which this may be done for precise apparatus (Bose, Ghosh, 

Mandal; Sau and Kunar, 2013). Operating locomotives on the railways normally leads 

to the natural oldness of the engines and other components and details that 

subsequently lead to increased failures. In order to prevent these failures and improve 

their reliability and maintainability, it is important to monitor their maintenance 

condition and deploy quality maintenance strategies on their technical maintenance 

plans and repairs (Liudvinavičius, 2014). 

 

The respective reliabilities of the various components of complex diesel locomotives 

depends on the technology used for their production, the superiority and strength of 

materials used in their manufacturing, the settings or environment in which they 

operate (Bose, et al., 2013). Insight of these considerations, the reliability of an asset 

is carefully related to many unforeseen dynamics. 

 

The life cycle of a diesel locomotive or asset can be classified into three segments; 

the infant stage - where the failure rate gradually develops—useful life stage – where 

the failure rate remains steady. Wear out stage – where the failure rate accelerate. 

Within a population of diesel locomotives, there are subgroup systems with hidden 

defects that will fail when exposed to stress that would otherwise be benign to a good 

locomotive (Bose, et al.,2013). With the failure of the weak locomotives, the remaining 

population is more reliable, and the failure rate is known to decline.  
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Locomotives that pass the infant stage have a high probability of enduring the 

conditions exerted by the system and external forces (Bose, et al., 2013). Reliability 

engineering plans offer a scope of options for developing maintenance capabilities. 

These can be utilised to expand maintenance and its application. Equipment history 

records are gotten and evaluated for the mean time between failures (MTBF) to be 

considered. The recurrence of emergency maintenance is recognised through the 

failure rate of the system which in turn will help with distinguishing the mean time 

between failures of the emergency maintenance activities; in this way, the lengthier 

the mean time between failures the more extended the number of emergency 

maintenance occurrences (Seletlo, 2018). 

 

Reliability can be characterised as a strategy used to embrace what must be done to 

ensure that any physical asset, system or procedure continues to perform the manner 

in which it was planned to perform (Seletlo, 2018). Reliability bears incredible 

guidelines while deciding if a failure management policy is suitable by giving an ideal 

standard for deciding tedious tasks that should be considered out. 

 

Systems suffer the effects of increased wear and age corrosion which causes low 

reliability and high operational costs. Occurring failures contribute to large breakdown 

costs, which implies that maintenance management as an indispensable part in 

manufacturing systems will be generally used to keep segments in great working 

condition to reduce failures and decrease high operational expenses (Seletlo, 2018).  

 

Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) is a logical methodology utilised in dissecting 

looming failure methods of components for a specific system. It includes the 

documentation of failure modes, the potential outcomes or likely explanations and the 

significances related to risk. It very well may be utilised on both products and 

processes; this idea enables the capacity to recognise the most intense components 

and the probability of their failure mechanism, consequently determining the 

estimation of system limitations which should be observed (Seletlo, 2018). 
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1.4 Reliability Challenges in the Railway Industry 

 

One of the challenges facing the improvement of reliability and rolling stock 

maintenance in the railway system is the scarcity of capital investment. This has been 

evident in countries like China, India and the SADC (Mbohwa, 2016). The railway 

system managers are continually left gauging the risks against the maintenance costs. 

As opposed to maintenance methodology choice in the manufacturing business, the 

maintenance of rolling stock additionally impacts passenger comfort, because 

preventative maintenance and corrective maintenance influence these three elements 

(safety, comfort and cost), railroad system administrators must build up a maintenance 

system that seeks to attempt an ideal situation. Given this, a technique that 

characterises a legitimate rolling stock maintenance methodology is incomparable to 

system managers (railway organisations), system safety supervisors (governments), 

and system users (Tsao, 2010).  

 

The determination of a reasonable rolling stock maintenance system is complex. The 

system administrator needs to consider non-metric assessment factors (safety, 

quality) and metric assessment factors (maintenance cost, inventory cost, shortage 

cost) to choose a suitable methodology. 

 

1.5 Reliability Engineering on Diesel Locomotives 

 

Reliability engineering comprises of the systematic utilisation of time regarded 

engineering principles and systems throughout a product lifecycle and is in this 

manner a fundamental part of a decent product lifecycle program for managements 

(Swanepoel, 2018). The objective of reliability engineering is to assess the inherent 

reliability of an item or process and pinpoint potential areas for reliability improvement. 

Sensibly, all failure cannot be detected from a design phase, so another objective of 

reliability engineering is to recognise all the likelihood failures and after that distinguish 

fitting activities to mitigate the effects of those failures.  
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The reliability assessment of a product or process can incorporate various distinctive 

reliability analyses. Depending upon the period of the product lifecycle, particular kinds 

of analysis are appropriate (Mayoyo, 2015). As the reliability investigation is being 

performed, it is feasible to foresee the reliability impacts of configuration changes and 

rectifications. The different reliability analyses are altogether related, and inspect the 

reliability of the product or system from alternate points of view, to decide possible 

problems and help with analysing corrections and improvements.  

 

Reliability engineering can help with applying great strategies and learning to avoid 

failures. It likewise assists with the identification and improvement of those failures 

and decides the methods for managing them (Mayoyo, 2015). Reliability engineers 

are in charge of distinguishing the strategies that can be utilised to break down 

reliability quality information (Mayoyo, 2015). Engineers are in charge of checking the 

availability and capability of the locomotives as indicated by the maintenance plan. 

They must apply reliability techniques that will guarantee that accessibility targets are 

met. Reliability engineers must be in a situation to identify failures and difficulties 

influencing rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi channel (Mayoyo, 2015). 

 

Reliability engineering is dependably observed as a need for the benefit of asset 

managers and business process owners. Maintenance management guarantees that 

there is a solid operation within the organisation that will re-establish the asset 

concerned back to its unique practical dimension to ensure it achieves its life 

expectancy (Mayoyo, 2015). According to research published by Mayoyo (2015) 

maintenance capabilities have assumed an imperative job in the development of 

innovation in a previous couple of years. The technique can likewise be utilised to 

unlock the economy of South Africa by making more opportunities for employment. 

Maintenance in France railways costs 15 percent to 70 percent of production costs 

attributable to their not maintaining their Locomotives. 

 

Reliability engineering focuses on these items:  
 

 To give the procedure that will resolve the failures that happen consistently  

 To apply strategies for new design and analysis of reliability information  
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 To apply engineering information and specialist techniques  

 To distinguish and correct symptoms of failures 

 

1.6 Key Reliability Disciplines 

 

The RAM analysis is a tool usually connected for the requirements of different 

ventures, railroad transport specifically. The aim of the Reliability Availability and 

Maintainability (RAM) analysis is to utilise operational data to perform out an 

evaluation of reliability with the requirements set out in the maintenance plan of the 

heavy haul company. These requirements concern explicit indicators of reliability, 

availability and maintainability.  

 

The correctness of operational data plays a significant role in the RAM analysis. In this 

way, such information ought to be gathered by railroad transporters with specific 

seriousness and captured in exceptional database sheets. The information structure 

should provide for a description, as point by point as would be prudent, of the cause 

of failures, the period of their event and the extent of maintenance activities which 

have been attempted. 

 

When forming and streamlining freight rail rolling stock diesel fleet, it is essential to 

appropriately asses the reliability of the presented rolling stock. Reliability decides the 

need for maintenance and specialised maintenance costs (Vaiciunas and 

Gelumbickas, 2015).  

 

Reliability: The capacity of a device or system to perform out a required capacity 

under-expressed conditions for a predetermined timeframe. Also replicates the 

resistance from failure of a device or system (Szkoda and Kaczor, 2017). Covers the 

time to system failure (time-based capacity of failure rate or the Mean Time to Failure 

(MTTF).  

 

Availability: Provides a clear indication of which subsystems are the main contributors 

to locomotive unavailability or the so-called “subsystem availability bad actors” 

(Szkoda and Kaczor, 2017).  
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All subsystems are availability constrainers; therefore, locomotive sub-system 

availabilities should be higher than the total diesel locomotive fleet size availability. 

 

Maintainability: is the capability of an asset to be always in a good condition, or 

refurbished to a specified condition when maintenance is done, by workforce that has 

special skills using modern procedures. (Szkoda and Kaczor, 2017). 

 

1.7 Importance of Reliability in Railway 

 

There are various reasons why reliability is an essential item to an organisation some 

include:  

 

Reputation: An organization's reputation is in all closely firmly identified with the 

reliability of its products. The more reliable an item is, the more probable the 

organization is to have a good reputation.  

 

Warranty costs: If an item fails to perform out its capacity inside the warranty time 

frame, not just the replacement and repair costs will contrarily influence benefits, there 

might be negative client disappointment. Introducing reliability analysis is an essential 

advance in taking corrective action ultimately leads to an item that is increasingly 

reliable.  

 

Cost analysis: Original equipment manufacturers (OEM) may take reliability 

information and consolidate it with other cost data to show the cost-effectiveness of 

their items. This life cycle cost investigation can demonstrate that despite the fact that 

the underlying expense of an item may be higher, the general lifetime cost is lower 

than that of a competitor's on the grounds that their item requires fewer repairs or less 

maintenance.  

 

Customer requirements: Many clients in the present market demand that their 

providers have a compelling reliability program. These clients are aware of the 

advantages of reliability investigation from their own experiences. 
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1.8 Reasons for Reliability Engineering 

 

For an organization to succeed in the present very focused and innovatively complex 

condition, it is important that it knows the reliability of its product and can control it so 

as to create products or services at an ultimate reliability level. This yields the minimum 

lifecycle cost for the client and limits the manufacturer's expenses of such a product 

without compromising the product’s reliability and quality (Mbohwa, 2016). 

 

Our increasing dependence on innovation necessitates that the products that make 

up our day by day live effectively work for the ideal or structured in the timeframe. It 

isn't adequate that a product works for time shorter than its main goal term, and yet 

there is no compelling reason to plan a product to work much past its planned life since 

this would force extra expenses on the manufacturer. In the present complex business 

markets operations are automated and reliant on the effective activity of those 

equipment's (for example reliability) and on the off chance that they fail, on their 

speedy restoration to work (for example maintainability) (Amos and Thompson, 2009). 

 

Product failures have fluctuating impacts, running from those that reason minor 

annoyances, for example, the failure of a TV's remote control (which can turn into a 

significant irritation, if not a catastrophe, depending upon the football timetable of the 

day), to catastrophic failures including loss of life and property, for example, an aircraft 

accident. Reliability engineering resulted from the need to maintain a strategic 

distance from such disastrous occasions and, with them, the unnecessary loss of life 

and property. It is not amazing that Boeing was one of the primary business 

organisations to grasp and implement reliability engineering, the achievement of which 

can be found in the safety of the present commercial air travel (Bannikov, et al., 2018). 

 

1.9  Problem Statement 

 

The railway sector is currently experiencing challenges with rail infrastructure, rolling 

stock and asset utilisation, while trying to lower the cost of moving freight reliably. 

Increased maintenance costs and unreliable operating rolling stock is a major 

challenge for the heavy haul company.  
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The heavy haul company is also faced with an increasing unplanned maintenance 

failures, resulting in loss of revenue and unsatisfied customers. 

   

This operational Channel is struggling to meet its operational objectives due to the 

reliability challenges of the rolling stock operating in that area. According to the 

research conducted by Makhanya (2016), it was also identified that ageing of diesel 

locomotives, their maintenance process and allocation of resources as one of the 

challenges affecting the performance of rolling stock operating in the heavy haul 

company.  

 

These findings are similar to those that were identified by Dibakoane (2013) who also 

identified the ageing of rolling stock and infrastructure as the main challenge affecting 

the performance of the Railway industry in South Africa. In a separate publication, 

Dibakoane (2013) also identified the training of key personnel, resource planning, and 

utilisation of rolling stock as one of the key areas affecting the reliability, maintenance 

and rolling stock of diesel locomotives. Other research studies have been conducted 

in the Sishen-Saldanha export iron ore line, and they revealed that the distance 

between the Saldanha line and the maintenance depots which is approximately 500-

800 km as the major factor of poor reliability of the assets operating in that line (Keyno, 

2014).  

 

Research conducted by Seletlo (2018) further suggest that the diesel locomotives that 

are operating in the Phala channel their failures are mostly as a result of heavy haul 

company using a run to failure maintenance strategy, inadequate skills transfer from 

the OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) and inadequate maintenance schedules. 

The maintenance of rolling stock is dependent on two types of maintenance, corrective 

maintenance and preventative maintenance. Corrective maintenance activities are not 

planned; failures are repaired when they occur. Preventative maintenance seeks to 

retain the system or component in an operational state by preventing failures from 

occurring (Tsao, 2010).  
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The literature reviewed suggests that no studies have been conducted in the 

Thabazimbi Channel that focused on improving the reliability and maintainability of the 

rolling stock operating in the channel.  

This existing gap in the literature provided a rationale for exploring the challenges and 

success factors that can be recommended to the case study company, specifically the 

diesel locomotives operating in the Thabazimbi channel.  

 

Figure 2 Thabazimbi Channel Network (Transnet, 2018, p. 5) 

 

Thabazimbi channel operates with different assets which include (807 wagons and 

234 locomotives). Thabazimbi Channel rail line is approximately 1874 km consisting 

of a double and single-track rail the, 777 Km double-track rail is electrified by 3 Kv DC 

line operated by electric locomotives. Diesel locomotives operate the single-line track 

rail is about 1097 km connecting the Natcor and Thabazimbi channels. The lines have 

an axle loading restriction of 20 tons per axle, being upgraded to 22 tons per axle to 

accommodate the new diesel locomotives (Transnet, 2018). 
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1.10 Purpose of the Research 

 

The primary objective of the research was to determine and explore the challenges 

affecting the reliability and maintainability of rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi 

channel. It also sought to explore the success factors to improve the reliability of rolling 

stock. The research will focus on the diesel locomotives operating in the Thabazimbi 

channel. 

 

1.11 Research Questions 

 

a) What are the challenges affecting the reliability of rolling stock operating in the 

Thabazimbi channel? 

b) What are the success factors to improve the reliability of rolling stock? 

c) What strategies can be used by the heavy haul company to improve the 

reliability of rolling stock in the Thabazimbi channel? 

 

1.12 Research Objectives 

 

a) To determine the challenges affecting the reliability of rolling stock operating in 

the Thabazimbi channel. 

b) To determine the success factors to improve the reliability of rolling stock. 

c) To identify the strategy which can support the heavy haul company to improve 

the reliability of rolling stock in the Thabazimbi channel. 

 

1.13 Assumptions 

 

The main assumption of the research is that the research will receive support from the 

case study company. The results will also help the company to improve the reliability 

of rolling stock. 
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1.14 Limitations 

 

This research will only collect the data about rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi 

channel. It will exclude all other business units and operational channels of the case 

study company. It will only involve people who are working in the Thabazimbi channel.  

 

1.15 Significance 

 

This research will support the organisation to unlock the potential of rolling stock 

operating in the Thabazimbi channel. The research will also form the basis for 

researchers who want to advance about the rolling stock in reliability studies. 

 

1.16 Report Layout 

 

This research will comprise five Chapters. Chapter one characterises the foundation 

of the case study company, introduction, background and the research problem. 

Chapter two introduces the literature published and covered by other scholars 

addressing the objectives and the research questions in the field of reliability and 

maintainability processes, methods and practices that affect the reliability and 

availability of rolling stock. Chapter three is the research methodology that the 

researcher seeks to apply in this research to answer the research questions. Chapter 

four focuses on data introduction and discussion of results. The fifth chapter 

coordinates the literature, and the research findings conclude, recommends and 

suggests future work. 

 

1.17 Ethical Considerations 

 

The researcher upholds the need for privacy and confidentiality. It is for this reason 

that the respondents will be kept anonymous. The data extracted from the case study 

company will be used solely for this research. The research will be carried out with the 

consent of all those who will take part in it. Appendix (A.1) shows the ethical clearance 

certificate that the researcher obtained from the university to carry out the 

questionnaire. 
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 1.18 Conclusion 

 

This chapter highlights the problem that the heavy haul company is facing. It also 

highlights the background, research area and the reliability concepts that affect 

reliability and maintenance in the South African railway industry. Furthermore, it sets 

the tone of the importance of reliability management within railway organisations, and 

which success factors they should focus on, to improve the reliability of product and 

services. The following chapter will introduce the maintenance strategies that are 

applied by global companies, identify the challenges that affect reliability and the 

success factors that can help improve the rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi 

channel. 
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2. CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Reliability plays a strategic foundation in the successful utilisation of rolling stock and 

its operation in heavy haul railway companies. Reliability is an essential element for 

the safe operation of any modern rolling stock and technological railway system of 

heavy haul companies in the freight rail business (Rossouw and Fröhling, 2019). 

 

Reliability is one of the metrics that are used to measure quality. It is applied whenever 

a system or asset is expected to behave in a certain way. It is a user-oriented quality 

factor relating to system operation (Sillivant, 2015). According to Park, et al., (2017) 

reliability is the capacity of a component and asset can perform out its expected 

function over a given time with no defined failure. According to Dibakoane (2013) 

reliability is the probability that equipment, asset or product will perform its intended 

function under designed conditions for a specific period.  

 

Research conducted by Dibakoane (2013) further emphasises that reliability 

engineering is to develop the reliability requirements of a system, product and service 

for them to function at an acceptable optimal level. Therefore this means reliability can 

be linked with the design, manufacturing of raw material, strength and the external 

factors of a component or product. That can influence its performance when placed in 

an environment to perform its intended function during its total life cycle at a specified 

time (Abdullayev, et al., 2017). 

 

 According to van Baaren, et al (2017) they view reliability as an integrated system 

that includes Life Cycle Cost (LCC), This approach minimises the cost of acquiring the 

rolling stock, maintenance cost and maximises the performance of the fleet from day 

one and is regarded as the highest priority in their reliability strategy management.  

 

According to work published by Puntis and Walley (2009), they perceive reliability as 

being relying, on experience and maintaining good engineering practices to ensure 

that rail track, signalling, power supply systems and rolling stock provide a reliable 
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train service. Furthermore, they elaborate that the success of this approach relies on 

measuring it regularly in terms of availability and reliability. Availability is the measure 

of the quantity of active and available fleet at any given time and is usually expressed 

as a percentage. Reliability is the measure of the number of delays to traffic above a 

specified control time limit (Puntis and  Walley, 2009). 

 

 Research done by Tomo (2010) characterises reliability as the mean number of 

failures in a given time failure rate, or as a mean time between failures (MTBF) for 

repairable items, and mean time to failure (MTTF) for non-repairable items. This 

definition recognises the significance of things that that can be repaired and items that 

cannot be repaired; it gives a direction on the most proficient method to incorporate 

reliability with the two things. 

 

Reliability of rolling stock and Locomotives operating in the Thabazimbi channel 

consist of equipment and parts which are repairable and non-repairable. The above 

descriptions of reliability are therefore best appropriate to define, determine and 

improve the challenges affecting the reliability of rolling stock operating in the 

Thabazimbi channel (O'Connor and Kleyner, 2012). 

 

2.2 Factors Influencing Reliability and Rolling Stock 

 

The diesel locomotives were identified as a major constraint of operations in the 

Thabazimbi channel. This research seeks to identify the factors affecting the 

performance of the assets. The research will focus on the 34D locomotives that 

operate in the Thabazimbi channel. The following section in table 1 provides a 

summary of the types of assets operating in the Thabazimbi channel:  
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Table 1 Thabazimbi Channel Operating Assets (Transnet, 2014, p. 14) 

 

Channel 

 

Commodity 

 

Wagon Type 

 

Locomotive Type 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thabazimbi 

Petroleum XPLJ 34D 

Soda Ash FKMJ 34D 

Salt CFR 34D 

Cement XBLJ 34D 

Clinker CR 34D 

Grain FZ/FG 34D 

Chrome CR 22E 

Coal  CFR 39D/7E/10E/22E 

Containers SMLJ 7E 

Hexane SXLJ 18E 

Flourspar DGLJ 18E 

Citrus SMLJ 7E/18E 

 

 

The following section of the research will cover the factors that affect the performance 

of the fleet. Secondly identify the critical success factors that the heavy haul company 

might explore to improve the rolling stock.  The literature that will be covered will give 

the researcher an in-depth understanding of the global maintenance strategies that 

are applied by international railway companies, and how they could benefit the heavy 

haul company. 
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From the literature covered, the factors that have an impact on the reliability of rolling 

stock and Locomotives operating in the Thabazimbi channel can be classified as 

shown in Figure 3: 

 

Factor influencing reliability 

of Rolling stock

Software support

Management systems

Unpredictable failures 

Obsolesce 

Product knowledge 

Training

Rolling stock conditions

Rail conditions

Theft

Power failure

Humidity

Temperature

Maintenance 

Rail infrustructure

Productivity

 

Figure 3: Factors influencing the Reliability of Rolling Stock 

 

2.3 Factors that Influence Reliability and Rolling Stock in the Thabazimbi 

Channel 

 

This research did not attempt to investigate all the variables illustrated in Figure 3. This 

research focused on the challenges that affect reliability and maintainability of rolling 

stock operating in the Thabazimbi Channel of heavy haul company. Furthermore, this 

research seeks to determine the success factors that can be applied in the South 

African railway industry, to improve the reliability and maintenance of rolling stock. 

Below the researcher elaborates more on the variables and components of the 

Locomotives and rolling stock system and subsystem, and the reliability measures 

used to measure a system’s reliability, as well as the important maintenance strategies 

to improve the system reliability thereof. 
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2.3.1 Capital Investment  

 

Railways can function for a considerable length of time without investment since 

railway rolling stock have long life expectancies. Without regular investment, the rolling 

stock can keep on running, however material and maintenance costs increase, and 

service quality and asset values decline. Over the longer term, the railway becomes 

uncompetitive and unsustainable. Over the past few years, Thabazimbi channel has 

experienced a lack of investments from the rehabilitation programmes that heavy haul 

company has embarked on, to improve the reliability and rolling stock that transports 

cargo volumes in the channel (Kuo and Zhu, 2012).  

 

This has resulted in poor reliability and the rolling stock operating in the channel, which 

ultimately decreased the operational performance, poor customer satisfaction and 

reduced profits. There are, however, large capital investment programmes which are 

underway in an attempt to combat the problem of deteriorating reliability of assets and 

rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi channel. Recently the Thabazimbi channel 

embarked on an improvement of the railway lines. The lines currently have an axle 

loading restriction of 20 tons per axle, being upgraded to 22 tons per axle to 

accommodate the new diesel locomotives to improve the efficiencies, customer 

satisfaction, safety, quality and the reliability of rolling stock. 

 

2.3.2 Operating Environment  

 

According to operational conditions refers to the climate changes, railway lines, and 

signalling that an asset operates within. These include dust, humidity and frost. These 

conditions are challenging factors during the successful operation of the rolling stock 

of any reliability asset in the railway industry. They also an imperative knowledge of 

the heavy haul companies when viewing reliability management and asset allocation 

and utilisation. They also need to be looked at when developing organisations short 

and long term reliability strategies (Crompton, et al., 2016).The environment in which 

an asset operates impacts its operational performance in a practical sense, 

infrastructures and their environments are inter-reliant.  
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The working conditions may incorporate environmental factors, for example, the 

geographical area where the asset or object is expected to work from, weather, 

temperature degrees and shock. Humidity and temperature play a vital role in the 

function and reliability of an item. For instance, High temperatures can cause rail 

tracks to expand and buckle and may lead to more regular repairs, speed restrictions, 

delays and disruption (Tomo, 2010). 

 

2.3.3 Weather   

 

Rail network systems have been structured and constructed utilising historical records 

of atmosphere and climate occasions (Conradie, et al., 2015). Presently with the 

'Inconvenient truth' of environmental change, these projections are no longer a reliable 

indicator. Indeed, even what seem like unassuming changes in the normal 

temperature can mean vast and conceivably risky moves in atmosphere and climate 

(Bose, et al., 2013).  

 

High temperatures can cause rail tracks to expand and clip and may prompt 

increasingly ordinary fixes, speed confinements, deferrals and interruption. Tempests 

can harm or store flotsam and jetsam on lines and at stations and floods or elevated 

tides can submerge them too. This is especially valid in underground passages, as 

observed in New York after Hurricane Sandy (Fourie and Zhuwaki, 2017). The rail 

business presently needs to get ready for an alternate climate future, and construct as 

needs be with a 'foresee and avert' philosophies that will take them forward with 

maintenance policies as opposed to backwards.  

 

2.3.4 Age  

 

There are numerous reasons behind the increased interest for better resource 

management in the railway industry, as the freight demand increases. At the point 

when organisations raise the significance of, risk, amount or cost of their corporate, 

critical or capital resources, they frequently observe a comparing rise to the 

management importance to maintain control and visibility of these assets (Fourie and 

Zhuwaki, 2017).  
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The overhaul company has experienced serious Maintenance budget cuts, over the 

past few years, this came as a result of reduced commodity prices, decreased mineral 

and mining demand from customers (Seshabela, 2018).  

 

These budget cuts have compromised the maintenance of the rolling stock operating 

in the Thabazimbi channel; as a result, it affected the performance of the channel’s 

tonnages from 18.7 Million tons (Mt) to 16.2 Mt (Transnet, 2018).  Lack of resources, 

spares and inadequate training of fitters from the School of engineering to attend to 

the locomotive failures is still a challenge for the overhaul company in the Thabazimbi 

Channel. 

 

2.3.5 Technology  

 

According to Islam, Dewan, Zahurul; Jackson, Ross, Robinson and Mark (2015) they 

suggest that keeping assets for more than their life expectancy makes it difficult to 

fuse the new technology parts and control systems with the old asset original design. 

That, in turn, affects the performance of the asset, and no longer fulfil its intended 

function as reliability engineering stipulates (Islam, et al., 2015). The current heavy 

haul organisation locomotive fleet is common, of moderately high tare weight, implying 

that rail cargo trains can pull relatively lower net freight when compared with a vehicle 

with a lower tare weight. It is not unlikely to foresee that later on, towards two thousand 

and fifty Islam, et al., (2015) a decrease in the tare weight of the trains will be 

accomplished, bringing about increased efficiency. By reducing tare weight, the net 

load to net weight proportion will be improved significantly to oblige both weight and 

volume parameters. It is perceived that a decrease in tare weight will be accomplished 

through the pattern toward light-weighting of the locomotive. 

 

2.3.6 Skills and Training of Personnel 

 

 According to work done by Seletlo (2018) he mentioned that one of the challenges 

that his studies found is that the inadequate of resources and transfer of skills from the 

OEM’s plays a crucial role in affecting the reliability of diesel locomotives. 
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 Furthermore, Dibakoane (2013) also suggests that training and development of both 

diesel and electrical fitters is still a challenge that affects the reliability and performance 

of rolling stock in the railway industry. Research conducted by George-Williams and 

Patelli (2017) Suggests that in order to address this challenge the heavy haul company 

training department must adapt and transform their teaching material to be in line with 

the latest technology fitted on the rolling stock. To improve the reliability and 

performance of these assets, particularly where this research is focused on which is 

the Thabazimbi channel. 

 

2.4 Asset Management  

 

Asset Management is a concept intended to look at the locomotive and rolling stock 

total life span (Do, et al., 2016). It is trusted that through a greater realisation of the 

assets worth, studying the assets more adequately and perform the best ideal service 

and principles, will increase productivity through a more extended timeframe. 

Regularly utilised application areas are monetary, equipment maintenance and 

programming vendors and infrastructure. Financial, wherein the term must be viewed 

as best recognised, it is seen to get the best development and security for investment 

portfolio (Tomiyama, et al., 2018). 

 

In equipment maintenance, the point is to improve the availability and reliability of the 

asset and its subsystem components. Maintenance has for quite a while been viewed 

as a pure cost driver and in this manner been getting a low financial rooftop. Asset 

management can here support raise the awareness and significance of the tied-up 

capital lastly in infrastructure where asset management is expected to help to depict 

their role in their total life cycle. Ageing of a locomotive and rolling stock has a major 

impact on the reliability of performance, and thus train service in the Thabazimbi 

channel. Ageing of assets is usually divided into three stages for the assets, reliable, 

degenerated and unreliable Asekun and Fourie (2015), see Figure 4 :  An effective 

maintenance strategy will minimize the aging process and thereby improving the 

performance of the asset over a longer period of time (Fredriksson and Larsson, 

2012).  
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Figure 4 illustrates that an organisation should put in place an Asset management 

system that conforms to International Organisation for Standardization (ISO 55001), 

to take care of their asset base this could be achieved by the following: 

 

2.4.1 Rail Infrastructure 

 

The infrastructure should be well maintained, and capital investment programmes 

must be prioritised to rehabilitate the railway infrastructure at regular intervals. This 

will, in turn, increase and effectively improve the performance of the assets operating 

in the heavy haul company, in this case, the Thabazimbi Channel. 

 

2.4.2 Operational Planning and Control 

 

In order for the heavy haul company to achieve the objectives of implementing asset 

management all the stakeholders who are involved in the maintenance of assets need 

to be involved such departments will include rail network, operations, finance, 

Figure 4 Reliability of an Asset vs Age (Fredriksson and Larsson, 2012, p. 189) 
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engineering and maintenance.  This will ensure that risks are mitigated, and the needs 

of the end-user of the asset are met. Overall during this phase, the risks and 

opportunities for the asset to perform its intended function will be realised. 

 

2.4.3 Leadership and Commitment 

 

Top management is regarded as the leaders of asset management to enable it to 

function well and optimise the performance of rolling stock in the railway industry. They 

align the organisation’s maintenance strategy with that of asset management and 

provide resources to achieve the organisational goals and objectives to improve the 

reliability and efficiency of assets.  

 

2.5 Maintenance  

 

Maintenance gives a significant capability in every organisation, particularly in the 

railway business (Nur and Cahyo, 2018). Streamlining of maintenance function may 

fundamentally improve the overall equipment effectiveness of an asset, particularly in 

the Thabazimbi channel where diesel locomotives are their greatest asset for their 

operations. A well-overseen maintenance strategy may give a competitive advantage 

to the business (Nur and Cahyo, 2018). Many railway companies adopt maintenance 

as one of its vital accessories as opposed to seeing maintenance from a conventional 

viewpoint. Numerous organisations are struggling to be consistent in these processes, 

mainly because there are no reliability strategies in place, shortage of engineering 

skills and lack of funding. As indicated by the glossary of terms utilised in 

terotechnology maintenance can be characterised as the grouping of specialised and 

authoritative activities completed with the expectation to retain an asset to an 

adequate working standard. Dhlamini (2010) Characterizes maintenance as a 

combination of specialised, regulatory and administrative activities carried out during 

the lifecycle of an asset to re-establish it to a functional state.  

Maintenance should in this manner be viewed as more than repairing equipment, it 

thinks about administrative ability, for example, engineering, the management and 

accounting factors. 
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The aim of maintenance is not just to repair items when they are due for repairs or 

when they are broken, yet additionally accomplish activities that counteract significant 

losses brought about by the breakdown of equipment (Ndlovu, 2017). Morden 

companies derive their maintenance goals from their asset management system policy 

and maintenance is seen as a significant support function in their organisation. It does 

as such by giving a solid and safe working condition of the railway infrastructure and 

rolling stock. A few maintenance methodologies exist in various companies, each 

developed in order to suit operational and business needs (Ndlovu, 2017). 

 

According to Fredriksson and Larsson (2012), they describe maintenance as those 

tasks and activities that directly hold the best possible operation of an object or re-

establish that activity when it is hindered by failure or some other variation from the 

norm. These tasks and activities incorporate removal and substitution of consumables, 

repair of failed stuff, lubricate, overhauling (incorporates renewal of consumables, for 

example, oil), and alignments. Different activities and assets are required to assist in 

maintenance.  

 

The decision of an organisation to choosing a maintenance strategy has a direct 

impact on the performance, maintainability and reliability of an asset. Figure 5 

summarises the types of maintenance strategies (Gandhare, et al., 2014). 
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Figure 5 Maintenance Strategies (Hide, 2013, p. 3) 

 

2.5.1 History of Maintenance 

 

The industries, including the railway, did not have a high mechanical level before the 

Second World War, that is, the majority of the equipment was over-designed and 

simple. The implications of failure did not have a solid impact and the effect was 

disregarded (Fredriksson and Larsson, 2012). Because of this, the mechanical 

equipment was running until failure occurred, and when it did, it was either replaced 

or fixed. In this manner, the mind-set was: "fix it when it breaks". In the principal 

approach of maintenance, no moves were made to distinguish the onset of a failure 

neither to avoid failures, and this methodology can be depicted as reactive 

maintenance (Fredriksson and Larsson, 2012). 

 

The Second World War turned things around, and everything changed drastically amid 

the war. This was because of the scarcity of manufacturing labour and an increasing 

request on production lines (Lidén, 2015). Accordingly, the automation expanded and 

the manufacturing plants changed to be progressively complex (Lidén, 2015).  
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To satisfy the developing need for war materials, client products and to remunerate to 

the workforce deficiencies, the innovation within manufacturing was compelled to grow 

more modernised (Lidén, 2015).  

 

Cost, life span and accessibility were currently viewed as significant elements to 

accomplish the business targets and along these lines, maintenance was considered 

as a specialised way and turned into a task of the maintenance department. The 

equipment reliability was currently significant and production downtime turned into 

everyone's concern. The freshly discovered statue of maintenance enabled the 

maintenance department to create and implement periodic, planned and preventive 

maintenance programs (Lidén, 2015). 

 

It was only in the 1970s that many concepts were introduced such as Total Productive 

Maintenance (TPM) and Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) (Flores-Colen and de 

Brito, 2017). The emphasis in today’s maintenance is, because of globalisation, to 

build an internal and external partnership among maintenance and different 

components in the supply chain network. This plays an important role in integrating 

the railway maintenance components system. Rolling stock is the most maintenance 

focused part of the railway system and in this manner, the most ineffective if 

maintenance is ignored. It is in this manner that, fundamental actions be taken for 

effective maintenance plan to improve rolling stock and its components. 

 

Maintenance activities play an imperative role in railway infrastructure and its rolling 

stock to keep up with high levels of availability. Such activities are developed and 

depicted by the reliability specialists from the Original Equipment Manufacturers 

(OEM) which will be influenced by environmental conditions that the asset or rolling 

stock will be operating on. In this manner, it is vital to recognise suitable periods to 

maintain the rolling stock that will work under various situations to accomplish high  

Reliability. As indicated by the current practices, failure data analysis is considered as 

a supportive technique in recognising critical parts of a system and reliability analysis, 

which can play a significant role in deciding the suitable time frames for maintenance 

activities (Fredriksson and Larsson, 2012). 
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Figure 6 Maintenance Evolution (Hide, 2013, p. 2) 

 

Figure 6 depicts the evolution of maintenance over the past years Hide (2013), this 

illustrates that maintenance is an integral part of any asset to enable it to be 

operational and perform its intended function over its life cycle. 

 

2.5.2 Corrective Maintenance 

 

Corrective Maintenance (CM) is meant to increase capability in every plant, system or 

component to limit unnecessary breakdowns and repairs, to have an efficient work 

environment. Corrective Maintenance (CM) occurrence is driven by work done that 

separates and ascertain a portion of faulty equipment to re-establish an acceptable 

operational condition (Olumuyiwa, 2014). CM is related to mechanical break downs, 

emergencies, corrective and regular repairs needed for the asset to function. If the 

equipment ceases to work then Corrective Maintenance (CM) can be applied 

immediately. Should the asset be unacceptable due to lack of maintenance, 

productivity will be compromised (Ndlovu, 2017). 
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2.5.2.1 Summary of Corrective sub maintenance Strategies 

 

This section below provides a summary of the corrective maintenance sub 

maintenance strategy. These sub-strategies form part of maintenance approaches 

that can be adopted to mitigate the failures that this research sought to address on the 

locomotives that are utilized in the Thabazimbi channel. Table 2 below describes the 

acronym and the description of thereof. 

 

Table 2 Corrective Maintenance Sub maintenance strategies (Do, et al., 2016, p. 102) 

Strategy Abbreviation Description 

Immediate reactive 

maintenance 
IRM 

Maintenance is done after an asset breaks 

down. 

Scheduled reactive 

maintenance 
SRM 

Maintenance is scheduled and planned when 

an asset fails 

Deferred reactive 

maintenance 
DRM 

Maintenance is delayed or postponed to a 

failure of an asset due to unavailability of 

resources and spares 

Failure-based 

maintenance 
FBM 

Maintenance is done when one or more 

subsystems of an un-maintained asset have 

failed and observed thus after a breakdown. 

Operate to failure OTF 
Maintenance is performed when an asset or 

equipment is failed. 

 

 

2.5.3 Preventative Maintenance 

 

Preventative Maintenance (PM) is aimed at limiting the likelihood of failure that might 

occur at the time of operating a piece of equipment. Preventative Maintenance (PM) 

is work done, continuously to avoid damaging the equipment and to decrease 

unnecessary interference that could require correction. Tomo (2010), suggest that PM 

includes a lot of managerial and specialised activities that is aimed at reducing the 

years of the asset to improve accessibility and reliability of the system.  
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Preventative Maintenance (PM) can turn out to be costly should it not be done 

adequately and proficiently. Preventative Maintenance done properly helps to mitigate 

equipment failures and deficiencies before they occur. Preventative Maintenance (PM) 

can be utilized for continuous unforeseen maintenance activities required by the 

organisation and improve the reliability of rolling stock 

 

2.5.4 Reactive Maintenance 

 

According to Sillivant (2015), reactive maintenance is the simplest method of 

maintenance because it is performed to restore a system to its intended functionality. 

He further highlights that this type of maintenance is more reactive and costly to a 

company because failures occur randomly and therefore are unpredictable. This 

literature review can be associated with the challenges that affect the reliability in the 

Thabazimbi channel, which this research seeks to identify and determine the impact 

they have on the operations of the heavy haul company. 

 

Reactive maintenance (RM) is linked with the correction of unpredicted abnormalities 

and is quite often an emergency strategy, prompting to unavoidable additional 

expenses.  

 

2.5.5 Reliability Centred Maintenance 

 

The reliability-centred maintenance approach was built up in the 1970s, and reliability-

centred maintenance was first tried on the Boeing 747 plane, with the intention to 

identify the planes engine’s system and the functional design of it and its reliability, 

and to what extent they expected to utilize it before failures can occur; it was during 

this period that numerous organisations started adopting this maintenance technique 

to improve their maintenance and reliability of their assets (Sillivant, 2015). Reliability 

centred maintenance is a preventive maintenance strategy which reliant on the user's 

high-reliability needs of an infrastructure and equipment’s design and services. RCM 

is another maintenance technique which emerges from the various maintenance 

theories of 20 years and increasingly been recognised, it is built on the equipment 

design features, operational function, failure mode and effects analysis.  
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 It is also based on the purposes to maximise the reliability of equipment (Kong and 

Meng, 2011). 

 

2.5.6 Predetermined Maintenance 

 

Time-based Maintenance (TBM) technique is known as periodic-based maintenance 

it is a traditional maintenance system (Ahmad and Kamaruddin, 2012). In TBM, 

maintenance choices, for example, (preventive repair times/interims) are fixed based 

on failure time analyses. In basic terms, the maturing (anticipated lifetime), 𝑇 of some 

equipment is measured based on failure time data or utilized based data (Ahmad and 

Kamaruddin, 2012). TBM assumes that the failure conduct of equipment is predictable. 

This assumption is dependent on the failure rate patterns, referred to as bathtub as 

illustrated in Figure 7.  

 

 

Figure 7 Bathtub curve (Hide, 2013, p. 1) 

According to figure 7, failure rate patterns can be separated into three stages: infant 

stage, useful life, and wear-out. The TBM method expects that equipment experience 

decreasing failure rates from the early stage of its life in their life cycle (infant stage), 

followed by random failures during its (useful life). During the wear-out stage, the 
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equipment experiences an increasing failure rate as it is reaching the last stage of its 

design life expectancy (Ahmad and Kamaruddin, 2012).  

The bathtub curve blue upper solid line on figure 6, represents the combination of a 

decreasing hazard of the early failure rate of the asset red dotted line and an increased 

hazard of wear-out failure yellow dotted line and lastly, the constant hazard of the 

random failure green lower solid line (Ahmad and Kamaruddin, 2012).  

  

2.5.7 Condition-based Maintenance  

 

Condition-based maintenance, otherwise called predictive support, is the most 

present-day and prominent support method discussed in the literature (Hameed, et 

al., 2009). CBM was adapted in 1975 altogether to maximise the effectiveness of PM 

decision making (Ahmad and Kamaruddin, 2012). As per Ahmad and Kamaruddin 

(2012) it is a support program that suggests maintenance activities (choices) in light 

of the data gathered through the condition monitoring process. In CBM, the lifetime 

(age) of the equipment is observed through its working condition, which can be 

estimated dependent on different checking parameters, for example, vibration, 

temperature, greasing up oil, contaminants, and noise levels. Monitoring is 

characterized as: 'An action which is expected to monitor the real condition of the 

asset'. As such, CM is an instrument used to determine the state of equipment in a 

system (Do, et al., 2016). Therefore CBM is required for better equipment health 

management and lower life cycle cost. 

 

2.5.8 Total Productive Maintenance 

 

Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) can be regarded as the medical science of 

machines and equipment (Jamkhaneh, et al., 2018). It involves new technology 

concepts for maintaining assets in the production plants and relatively in the heavy 

haul company equipment’s. It is a method for continuously improving the effectiveness 

of production equipment, assets or manufacturing processes through the involvement 

of all people in the organisation (Jamkhaneh, et al., 2018). The focal point of this 

strategy is on practices and people as the fundamental pieces of Total Quality 

Management (TQM) (Pourjavad, et al., 2013). In addition, in certain nations, like 
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Germany, this strategy is, for the most part, observed as a way of thinking as opposed 

to a tactic. This maintenance methodology was created with the point of eliminating 

non-value adding activities resulting from equipment and machinery failures.  

It enables the probability of uptime of an asset and process capacity. According to 

Deuse and Khazraei (2011) they believe that this strategy always produces great 

equipment efficiency, productivity or yield of complete modern equipment, such as 

locomotives. 

 

2.5.9 Business Centered maintenance 

 

This maintenance technique deals with recognising business goals that are translated 

based on the functions of maintenance (Deuse and Khazraei, 2011). The principle 

point of this maintenance strategy is to strengthen the share of maintenance profit. Its 

usage strategy requires a considerable measure of data including the production and 

design procedure of an asset (Deuse and Khazraei, 2011). 

 

2.5.10 Maintenance Excellence 

 

Maintenance excellence is the science of having optimal reliability equipment, 

whereby the reliability of the plant, asset or locomotive has least maintenance costs. 

According to Deuse and Khazraei (2011) maintenance excellence is whereby 

Reliability, Maintainability and Availability of an asset are at an utmost best, and the 

businesses are experiencing no maintenance obstacles. Furthermore, Shahin, et al., 

(2018) explains maintenance excellence as the efficient manner in which an 

organisation implements, the correct maintenance strategies for its equipment and 

machinery at the right intervals, and thereby minimising the maintenance costs of the 

business.  

 

2.6 Maintenance in Railways 

 

The maintenance management of a railway system infrastructure plays a significant 

part in guaranteeing the reliability, accessibility and availability of rolling stock in the 

railway transport industry. In a strongly unpredictable transport business, the rail 
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business is required to utilise new and creative maintenance strategies that will 

position heavy haul companies to be an affordable, and reliable mode of transport in 

the railway industry. This can be accomplished through performing maintenance 

procedures that prioritise the effective allocation of resources during budget planning.  

The use of reliability-based strategies to make sound informed business decisions in 

maintenance management, with an end goal to optimise reliability and maintainability 

of rolling stock, while maintaining efficiency and safety in the railway system (Fourie 

and Zhuwaki, 2017).  

 

2.7 The Development of Different Maintenance Strategies 

 

According to Winda Nur (2018), there are four phases in the maintenance 

development course of events. Those stages are:  

 Maintenance as a ''necessary evil'' in the 1940s.  

 Technical matter during the 1960s to 1970s  

 Profit contributor phase in the 1980's to 1990s and,  

 A vital partnership in mid-2000's up to this point 

 

The stages mentioned above are the general evolution of the enterprise perspective 

in maintenance. However, Ramagaga (2018) suggests that today, the organisation’s 

view maintenance as a critical component to meet customer and operational 

objectives. Some companies even consider maintenance strategies such as Life 

Extension (LifeX) and Long Term Programmes (LTP’s) or Long Term Service 

Agreements (LTSA’s), LifeX refers to a complete overhaul of an asset whereby the old 

design of the asset is replaced completely by a recent footprint or the critical 

components of the asset are replaced by the latest technology of the asset. The results 

of thereof increase the life expectancy of the asset or equipment. LTP’s are complete 

maintenance packages that run for a certain period, they include consumables and 

spare parts supplies. They also include technical field assistance during the 

organisation’s minor and major overhauls. These maintenance strategies are 

customised based on customer or organisation’s specific maintenance needs.  
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The importance of maintenance has played a significant role in companies in recent 

years. As a result, the requirement made by the organisation to accomplish high 

standard of reliability and easy access of rolling stock adds value, as opposed to 

seeing it as an essential strain of costs that adds to the business profit (Olumuyiwa, 

2014). The different techniques used for the upkeep of equipment or active system is 

managed accordingly to run the set planned capacity consistently (Olumuyiwa, 2014). 

 

Maintenance can be considered as activities intended to restore an item, machine or 

equipment from failure mode and reviving it to a piece of equipment that will function 

to a condition whereby it can physical perform as required (Wakiru, et al., 2018). 

Maintenance is a need for most multicomponent infrastructures. However, its 

advantages are frequently linked with substantial expenses (George-Williams and 

Patelli, 2017). However, with the competent number of teams and a sustainable, cost-

effective and innovative maintenance strategy optimal, feasible and reliable 

maintenance results are obtainable (George-Williams and Patelli, 2017). 

 

2.8 Summary of Maintenance Strategies 

 

Table 3 depicts the summary of the different maintenance strategies with their benefits 

and limitations. This section summarises the current literature on maintenance 

strategies that companies have adopted nowadays to improve and optimise their 

assets. This research objective was also aimed at exploring these strategies in order 

to identify the challenges that affect the reliability and maintainability of the Thabazimbi 

channel’s rolling stock. 
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Table 3 Summary of Maintenance Strategies (Mainkar and Rathod, 2017, p. 101) 

 Description Benefits Limitations 

Reactive Fix or replace a device when it 

breaks  

Suitable for non-

critical and low-cost 

equipment 

Potential safety hazards 

Increased costs due to 

unplanned  maintenance 

and shutdowns 

Preventive Scheduling maintenance 

activities based on arbitrary time 

intervals 

Reduces reactive 

maintenance 

Provides structure to 

maintenance actions 

Does not eliminate 

unexpected equipment 

problems 

Wastes resources 

Large inventories 

Predictive Assesses the equipment’s health 

through diagnostics testing 

and/or on-line monitoring 

Predicts when a 

device is likely to fail 

Saves time and 

money 

Does not always detect 

the root cause of a 

problem 

Proactive Uses the information provided 

through predictive methods to 

find and isolate the source of 

equipment problems 

Prolong operating life 

of the equipment 

Minimises the risk of 

random failure 

 

 

 

2.9 Reliability Improvement 

 

Reliability is the development of sound design, genuine choices, and the utilisation of 

parts and understanding components failure of the craft (Lewis, et al., 2014). Reliability 

of an asset depends on the design and development and in the manufacturing of the 

asset. Reliability improvement requires organisations to implement world-class 

practices such as continuous improvement or Lean six sigma in order to stay 

competitive in business.  
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2.9.1 Probability 

 

Probability is typically characterised as the quantitative articulation that speaks to a 

rate to indicate the occasions that an occasion can be relied upon to happen in a 

complete number of preliminaries. Any occasion has a likelihood of the event, which 

can be in the scope of 0 – 1. A zero probability implies that equipment won't fail and 

one probability implies the equipment will positively fail (Swanepoel, 2018). 

 

2.9.2 Adequate Performance 

 

The performance demonstrates that particular criteria must be built up to illustrate what 

is viewed as adequate and acceptable performance. It can likewise be depicted as the 

required capacity of the object in the plant. Failure of a system might be a disaster or 

a total inability to work, or it might be brought about by an infringement of the required 

system purpose (Tomo, 2010). For instance, a locomotive may perform at below 

normal perimeter (below minimum requirement) even though it might at present be 

working. 

 

2.9.3 Time  

 

Time speaks to a measure against which the level of system performance can be 

associated. The time parameter must be known to decide the probability of the system 

to finish a given job or task as arranged. The way that reliability can be characterised 

as far as mean time between failures (MTBF) and mean time to failures (MTTF) 

defines time as a critical component in reliability engineering (Tomo, 2010). 

 

2.10 Summary of Factors Affecting the Reliability of Rolling Stock 

 

The section below summarises the global railway critical success factors that the 

literature reviewed revealed. As indicated in table 4 the first column mentions the factor 

that the research identified, the second column describes the author that the factor 

was sourced from lastly, the third column describes the country of which the author 

and the reviewed paper originates from. These factors similarly relate to the objectives 
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of this research sought to identify and investigate. The literature reviewed in chapter 

two by the research team also identified these factors as challenges affecting the 

reliability and maintainability of rolling stock that operates in the Thabazimbi channel. 

 

Table 4 Summary of challenges affecting the Reliability of Rolling Stock  

Factor Description Author Country 

Integrated 

Asset 

management 

The performance of the rolling 

stock is dependent on other 

systems like railway-track, supply 

chain and human resource 

management. 

(Mainkar and Rathod, 2017) 

(Guo, et al., 2013) 

(Vlckova, et al., 2016) 

India 

China 

Czech 

Republic 

Asset condition The asset condition, which is 

influenced by age, the operating 

environment and asset handling 

has a direct influence on the 

performance of the rolling stock. 

(Jiang, et al., 2018)  

(Ouedraogo, et al., 2018)  

(Roccato, et al., 2018) 

China & USA 

France 

Italy  

Theft The damage to the infrastructure 

and vandalism on the locomotives 

as a result of cable and battery 

theft also affect the performance of 

the fleet. 

(Piroi, et al., 2014)  

(Yamamoto, et al., 2012)  

(Restel and Wolniewicz, 

2017) 

Romania & 

Austria 

Japan 

Poland 

Weather  The changes in the weather 

condition also have an impact on 

the reliability of the asset to 

perform the intended function 

without failure. 

(Seshabela, 2018)  

(Durand and Cozzarin, 2010) 

(Mayisela and Dorrell, 2019) 

South Africa 

South Africa 

South Africa 

Training The skills and the ability of the 

maintainers, operators and 

managers determine the useful life 

of the asset like the locomotive. 

(Roganov, et al., 2018) 

(Pathirathna Buddhika, et al., 

2018)  

Russia 

Sri Lanka 

Ukraine 
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Factor Description Author Country 

(GOLYBENKO, et al., 2012)  

(CANG and TUAN, 2012) 

Vietnam 

Maintenance 

policies 

The maintenance policies and 

activities should support the asset 

to perform its intended function by 

eliminating potential failures. 

(Floyd, et al., 2010) 

(Asekun and Fourie, 2015)  

(Dibakoane, 2013) 

USA 

South Africa 

South Africa 

Funding The organisation should allocate 

budget to support reliability 

programmes. 

(Bloomberg, 2019) 

(Kałuza, 2016)  

(Naledi, 2018) 

China 

Poland 

South Africa 

  

 

2.11 Critical Success Factors for Improving Reliability 

 

The following part of the research summarises the global critical success factors that 

can be adopted by the railway companies to improve the reliability and maintenance 

of their railway infrastructure and locomotives. As indicated in table 5 the first column 

mentions the improvement factor that the research identified, and the second column 

describes the author that the factor was sourced from lastly, the third column describes 

the country of which the author and the reviewed paper originates from. These factors 

similarly relate to the objectives of this research, sought to identify and investigate. 

The literature reviewed on chapter 2 by the research team also identified these factors 

as challenges affecting the reliability and maintainability of rolling stock that operates 

in the Thabazimbi channel. 
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Table 5 Critical Success Factors for Improving Reliability 

Factor Description Author Country 

Organisational 

culture 

Organisational culture 

determines how things are 

done within the organisation. 

Furthermore how the 

organisation treat its assets. 

Hence, reliability 

management should be 

embedded in the culture of 

the organisation. 

(Ahmad and Kamaruddin, 

2012) 

(Khorshidi, et al., 2015)  

(Yuan and Zhang, 2011) 

Malaysia 

Australia 

China 

Organisational 

policies 

Reliability management 

needs to be integrated and 

reviewed in line with other 

company policies. 

(Naledi, 2018) 

(Zhang, et al., 2011) 

(Hein, et al., 2017) 

South Africa 

China 

Germany 

Reliability 

programmes 

The organisation should 

develop a reliability program 

as a continuous 

improvement strategy. 

(Vujovic, et al., 2012)  

(Ghosh, et al., 2017)  

(Onwunta and Kahn, 2011) 

Croatia 

India 

South Africa 

Asset fleet 

management 

The organisation should 

adopt a proven asset 

management strategy like 

ISO 55000 and PAS 55 to 

comply with the international 

best practice. 

(Sillivant, 2015)  

(Apiwattananon, et al., 

2010) 

(Li, et al., 2016) 

USA 

Thailand 

China 

Real-time monitoring The organisation should 

invest in the use of 

technological devices and 

the internet, to assist the 

organisation in determining 

(Koenen and Alma, 2016)  

(Rhein, et al., 2017)  

(Gebhard, 2011) 

Netherlands 

Germany 

USA 
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Factor Description Author Country 

locomotives reliability and 

fault finding. 

Training The skills and the ability of 

the maintainers, operators 

and managers determine the 

useful life of the asset like 

the locomotive. 

(Bannikov, et al., 2018)  

(Iwakami and Takino, 

2014)  

(Yu, 2017) 

Ukraine 

Japan 

China 

Capital funding The organisation should 

allocate and direct funding 

for short term and long term 

initiatives to support 

reliability programmes. 

(Lewis, et al., 2014)  

 

(Vicente, 2012)  

 

(GEORGE, et al., 2018) 

England 

 

Argentina 

 

South Africa 

 

 

2.12 Conclusion 

 

This chapter presented literature on factors that affect reliability, maintainability and 

availability of assets operating in the Thabazimbi channel and the impact of thereof. 

The major common challenge of these factors from the literature is the direct 

relationship between maintenance tactics applied in different industries and company 

competitiveness. Research illustrates that applying correct maintenance strategies 

and investing in rail infrastructure optimises the performance of a locomotive or asset 

in the railway industry. Furthermore, literature shows that consistent investing and 

upgrading of railway equipment and rolling stock optimises the reliability and 

performance of the assets operating in the railway companies.  

 

For railway system maintenance tactics to be effective, the optimal maintenance 

strategy is achieved through stakeholder engagement, senior leadership, investment 

in maintenance strategies and technology. Will advance the organisation into a world-

class operating Railway Company. 
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 It is suggested by the literature that the knowledge of how the railway infrastructure 

deteriorates and the dependencies that exist amongst the locomotive components, 

contribute towards system thinking of maintenance engineers in choosing the most 

economical and effective maintenance methods. Chapter 3 will discuss the 

methodology of how to discover solutions to the research questions, research 

objectives and research problem stated in Chapter 1. 
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3. CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Introduction   

 

Research is a methodical procedure for collecting analysing and translating data to 

build the researcher’s knowledge and understanding of the investigation being 

undertaken (Walliman, 2011). Researchers have a distinct tendency to acquire 

information about a particular phenomenon or area under examination to gain 

knowledge, and research is an important part of the process. This research will adopt 

a mixed-method approach that is, qualitative and quantitative research techniques. 

 

This chapter provides the systematic processes adopted to meet the research 

objectives of the current research. The topics of interest included in this section are 

research approach, research design, data collection methods, validity and reliability 

analysis to answer the research questions. 

 

3.2 Research Approach 

 

There are three basic research approaches provided: qualitative, quantitative and 

mixed methods in the literature. Qualitative research approach refers to the research 

which does not use numerical information to analyse the research questions.  The 

qualitative research approach is dependent on text, sound, pictures and illustration as 

a source of information. This type of research approach is normally used to gain an in-

depth understanding of the phenomena from people’s experiences (Simons, 2009). 

 

Quantitative research approach uses numbers as a source of information. It is mainly 

used in conjunction with experiments and surveys. Mixed methods are normally used 

with case study research method; hence it was selected as an appropriate research 

approach in the current research (Simons, 2009). 

 

Research strategies incorporate deductive and inductive techniques. The deductive 

strategy begins by taking a look at the accessible data, develop a plan that is 
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dependent on the methods of reasoning, through the contentions, the hypotheses can 

be acknowledged or dismissed as a conclusion.  

Inductive approach, as deliberated by Uma and Roger (2009) and Lacey and Luff 

(2009), is a hypothesis building approach rather than theory testing. This strategy 

starts by concentrating on the research goals and utilises research standards to create 

beliefs. This research embraced this technique as the favoured strategy for exploring 

the research objectives. 

 

For the purpose of this research, the context of the current challenges within the heavy 

haul company, a case study design was selected. The heavy haul company, 

operational business unit, was selected as a case study. The Thabazimbi Channel rail 

line is approximately 1874 Km consisting of a double and single-track rail the, 777 Km 

double-track rail is electrified by 3 KV DC line operated by electric locomotives and 

about 1097 Km connecting the Natcor and Thabazimbi channels. The lines have an 

axle loading restriction of 20 tons per axle, being upgraded to 22 tons per axle to 

accommodate the new diesel locomotives 

 

3.2.1. Mixed methods approach 

 

The mixed-method approach is one which includes the collection and investigation of 

data, coordinating results and drawing conclusions utilising both qualitative and 

quantitative approaches in a single research.  

The collection of data becomes increasingly proficient when utilising, both qualitative 

and quantitative research approaches (fielding, 2012).  

  

The author fielding (2012), meaningful describe three different ways of linking the best 

qualitative and quantitative methodologies:  

 

a) Integrating strategies for better estimation  

b) Sequencing data for better examination  

c) Merging findings for better outcomes 
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This research adopted the mixed method, because mixed methods integrates 

qualitative and quantitative research approaches to provide an inclusive and detailed 

understanding of the phenomenon and explains inconsistencies in the data (fielding, 

2012). Also this research adopted the mixed methods strategy to increase the 

research team’s confidence in the data collected and the findings thereof. 

 

3.3 Research Design 

 

The research design is the overall framework which provided the purpose of the study 

research method and the unit of analysis and the time horizon and required resources. 

 

3.3.1 Purpose of inquiry 

 

There are numerous research types to conduct research projects, in terms of 

addressing the research objectives these include: exploratory, cause and effect also 

known as causal and descriptive research (Sekaran and Bougie, 2012). 

 

Exploratory research is embraced when very little information is known about the 

problem at hand, or no data is accessible on how comparable issues or research 

issues have been illuminated before (Walliman, 2011). 

 

Cause and Effect research also called the causal research technique, is the approach 

used to clarify the connection among circumstances and logical results of factors. The 

procedure is sophisticated and enables the researcher to adopt a thorough list of 

causes impacting changes to different variables (fielding, 2012). 

 

According to Walliman (2011), descriptive research is dependent on observations as 

a way of gathering data. It attempts to investigate scenarios in order to determine what 

the norm is. The current research used both exploratory and descriptive, the 

exploratory wanted to explore what is affecting the performance of the fleet operating 

in the Thabazimbi channel. The descriptive was how the research team will address 

the research problem. 
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3.3.2 Research Strategy 

 

The following section of the research presents the method and methodology, adopted 

for this research to answer the research questions.  

A research technique is a mixture of processes, procedures and systems, aimed to 

collect and scrutinise data to address the research question (Mafokosi, 2018). 

Research strategy include survey, experiments and case studies which be covered in 

the subsequent section of the research.   

 

3.3.2.1 Survey  

 

Surveys include gathering data, generally from genuinely enormous groups of 

individuals, by methods of questionnaires however different techniques, for example, 

interviews or telephoning may be utilised. The survey research was not suitable for 

this research because the aim of this was to study a single organisation (fielding, 2012) 

 

3.3.2.2 Experiments  

 

Experimental research attempts to separate and control each significant condition 

which decides the occasions explored and afterwards observes the impacts when the 

conditions are influenced (Uma and Roger, 2009). At its least complex, changes are 

made to an independent variable and the impacts are seen on a reliant variable – for 

example, cause and effect. Even though experiments should be possible to explore a 

specific occasion, they more often than not require a hypothesis (forecast) to be 

planned first to figure out what factors are to be tried and how they can be controlled 

and estimated (Walliman, 2011). This research did not use experiments because there 

were no variables that needed to be tested. 

 

3.3.2.3 Case Study  

 

Case study is an ideal approach when a comprehensive, in-depth examination is 

required (Yin, 2014). In a case study, the researcher gathers broad information on 

tasks and occurrences on which the examination is focused.  
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The data often incorporates observations, interviews, reports, and past records. In 

many occasions, the researcher may spend a lot of time on-site and collaborate more 

with the personnel working on the systems that the researcher is studying (Yin, 2014). 

 

Another definition by Simons (2009) states that a case study is an in-depth 

investigation from numerous observations of the intricacy and uniqueness of a specific 

project, policy, organisation or system to create knowledge and additionally illuminate 

strategy improvement, proficient practice and common or community action. Yin 

(2009) characterises a case study as twofold: firstly, the extent of a case study is 

characterized, secondly, the specialised attributes are incorporated as a major aspect 

of the definition:  

 

A case study is an observational request that:  

a) Requires an investigation to determine the phenomenon and identify clear 

evidence (Yin, et al., 2015).  

b) Deals with the theoretically distinct  situation in which there will be many more 

variables of importance than data points , and as one outcome  

c) relies on various sources of evidence, with data expecting to combine in a 

triangulation style, and as another outcome  

d) Benefits from the earlier advancement of hypothetical suggestions to manage 

data collection and analysis (Yin, 2014). 

 

The above-cited definitions all feature one similarity, which is to understand a 

phenomenon or instance. Yin (2014), suggest it is an escalated investigation of a 

single unit to understand a bigger class of comparative units. In the following section 

the advantages and disadvantages of case study research are outlined. 

 

3.4 Case Study Research Strengths and Weaknesses 

 

The strengths and weaknesses of case study research are summarised as follows 

from existing literature: 
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3.4.1 Strengths of a Case Study 

 

a) A case study increases understanding of a particular issue (Sukdeo, 2012). 

It is a detailed analysis of a particular situation, group of people or set of 

documents, which can lead to a complete understanding of the aspect. The 

detail provides valuable insight into problem solving and evaluation. 

b) The detailed observation in a case study provides an opportunity to obtain 

a holistic view of a specific issue (Simons, 2009). It provides the context of 

the specific issue with all the detail of how and why things happen. 

c) A case study enables a researcher to obtain an in-depth understanding of a 

particular issue in the context of the organisation life (Marnewick, 2010). It 

provides insights into relationships within organisations which are difficult to 

access and are complex in structure. 

d) A strength mentioned by Sukdeo (2012)  is the type of knowledge that is 

acquired from case studies. An expertise domain knowledge and 

experience are the very heart expert activity when using a case study as a 

research methodology. It provides knowledge about the practical (domain-

specific), which is more valuable than knowledge on the theoretical 

(general). 

 

3.4.2 Weaknesses of a Case Study 

 

A weakness of a case study is that consistently only small numbers of subjects can be 

studied because data collection methods are so work demanding, time-consuming, 

expensive, It is also often being criticised for being subject to researcher bias, the 

difficulties in analysing qualitative data rigorously, the lack of reproducibility and 

generalisation of the findings i.e. findings may not apply to other subjects or settings. 

 

3.5 Sampling Methods  

 

The two significant choices of sampling are probability and non-probability. The 

probability technique is shown as a method where each individual from the population 

has a known none zero probability of being chosen; as opposed to that, of non-
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probability technique that depends on personal or judgment selection (Simons, 2009). 

The research requirements, goals and resources accessible persuasive choice of 

which technique to utilise.  

 

The sampling technique utilised in this research is that of non-probability purposive 

sampling. The participants were from the Thabazimbi channel locomotive department. 

These included fleet managers who are responsible for the maintenance of the 

locomotives, fitters who are responsible for fixing the faults reported by the operators 

of the locomotives, middle managers who are responsible for the formulation and 

reliability analysis of the locomotives. A population of fifty-one participants were 

requested to participate in the questionnaire. 

 

The researcher chose to use a non-probability sampling procedure for the choice of 

the participants. The criteria for choosing the unit of analysis was as per the following:  

 

a) The participants need to have access to a computer and emails 

b) The participants need to have a minimum of twelve months working with 

the locomotives. 

c) The participants need to be familiar with the rolling stock maintenance 

management system 

d) The participant needs to be employed for at least twelve months in the 

heavy haul company 

e) The participants are required to be willing to participate in answering the 

questionnaire. 

 

3.6 Data Collection and Interpretation 

 

Data is a portion of the values of subjects concerning qualitative or quantitative 

variables. As indicated by Sreejesh, et al., (2014) there are two kinds of data, primary 

and secondary data. Scholars like Uma and Roger (2009) describes secondary data 

as records gathered from different sources for different purposes as opposed to those 

of the research at hand. Primary data are direct insights gathered by the specialist 

through surveys and trials for the exceptional research project. 
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This research used a field report from the heavy haul company Asset management 

system database to gather primary data. Secondary data gathered from existing 

literature sources including the University of Johannesburg database, Emerald insight, 

IEEE Xplore, Google Scholar, Heavy haul company systems and locomotive field 

reports to fulfil the research objectives. Figure 8 depicts the summary of the data 

collection process that this research followed to answer the research questions. 
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Figure 8 Data Collection Process Flow 

 

3.7 Questionnaire Design 

 

The research used the survey monkey as the platform to prepare and distribute the 

survey questionnaire. The survey link was distributed using the e-mail to the 

respondents who had the computer with e-mail in the case study company. Appendix 

(A.2) contains a list of the considerable number of questions contained in the survey. 

The data acquired from the survey was validated using the literature review.  

 

For validating the factors and effect that were acquired from literature review table 6 

illustrates and seek to explore the challenges that affect the reliability and 

maintainability of rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi channel, a questionnaire 

was distributed to the selected participants who are actively interacting with the diesel 

locomotives. The questionnaire included a biographical section, a Likert scale section 

and the last section included open-ended questions. 
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3.7.1 Question one: What are the challenges affecting the reliability of rolling       

Stock in the Thabazimbi channel? 

 

In this section, the researcher opted for primary data, obtained from the database of 

the heavy haul company asset management system, and followed the below process 

to answer this research question. 

Data preparation Data cleansing Data coding Interpretation and Reporting

 

Figure 9 Data Collection Process 

 

Step 1: Preparation The researcher obtained approval from the heavy haul company 

to be able to conduct the research and access data from their Asset management 

system. 

 

Step 2 Data Cleansing: In this progression, the data required to respond to the 

exploration questions was recognized, and the information was isolated to analyse the 

locomotive's data further. Microsoft Excel was instrumental in recognising duplication 

and gathering of the locomotive failures information from the raw data. 

 

Step 3 Data Coding: In this stage, the researcher gathered the literature review 

factors affecting the performance of the fleet and coded them with the causes. 

 

Step 4 Reporting: Used the qualitative research to identify the factors affecting the 

performance of the locomotives from the field reports 

Report on the findings  

 

 Figure 10 outlines the detail process adopted to collect data for the research: 
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Figure 10 Data Collection Steps 

 

3.7.2 Question two: What are the success factors to improve the reliability of 

rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi channel? 

 

In this section, the researcher opted the application of the triangulation technique, as 

discussed by (fielding, 2012). Figure 11 illustrates the data sources that the researcher 

consulted to answer this research question.  The process mentioned in figure 8 was 

also applied in this section. 
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Figure 11 Triangulation Data Technique 

 

Field operational reports: the main purpose of collecting the operational field data 

was to determine the trend and failure rate of the locomotives. The Pareto Chart gave 

the ability to rank (from the most noteworthy to the lowest) Failures as indicated by the 

number of recorded defects. The Pareto analysis is one of the most used quality tools 

across businesses to highlight the areas of improvement, and directing organisations 

resources in the right direction (He, 2011). He (2011) suggests that the Pareto analysis 

should be applied in relation to the fishbone diagram, which is beyond the extent of 

this research. 

 

Survey: Survey is the collection of data attained by asking individuals questions either 

in person, on paper, phone calls or online. The literature in this research necessitated 

that the research employed a self-managed online survey provided by Survey Monkey. 

The method defined by Uma and Roger (2009) which entails the procedure and the 

preparation of an online survey. Figure12 illustrates the process followed to implement 

the survey. 
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Figure 12 Survey Process Flow 

 

The research used an online survey, because of its adaptability of design and 

increased response rate. Uma and Roger (2009) recommend that the adequate 

responses for the online survey are between 25% - 30% given every one of the 

difficulties related to the method. The survey gave knowledge of what the operator’s 

think about the organisation's maintenance practices. 

 

The examination comprised of two segments; the first part or area contained 

demographic questions, and the second part of the research contained the sub-

research questions. The reason for demographics was to create an understanding of 

the participant's background about their work experience and exposure to 

maintenance policies of the Thabazimbi channel. The participants were requested to 

rate the sub-questions using the Likert scale items from strongly agreed, agree, 

neutral, disagree and strongly disagreeing with the statements presented to them and 

include their remarks toward the end of the survey. 

 

3.7.3 Question three: What strategies can be used by the heavy haul company 

to improve the reliability of rolling stock in the Thabazimbi channel? 
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One of the sources adopted by the researcher to address this research question was 

the outcome or the responses from the survey.  

The literature that has been covered on this research attempted to identify the 

relationships between various maintenance themes that the comments from the 

survey have revealed (Lacey and Luff, 2009).  Practically there are two key 

methodologies of analysing qualitative data: the deductive approach and the inductive 

approach. Deductive approaches include using a structure or prearranged framework 

to analyse data. Then again, the inductive approach includes exploring data with little 

or no predetermined theory, structure or framework and utilises the actual data itself 

to develop the structure of analysis.  

 

This research opted for the deductive approach whereby predetermined the 

operational field reports were analysed to get a deeper understanding and a structure 

in order to make sense of them (Lacey and Luff, 2009). The qualitative data approach 

played a pivotal role in assessing the participant’s responses, as shown in Figure 13. 
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Data reduction and 
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Feedback
Data 
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Excel coding Analysis

 

Figure 13 Qualitative Data Process Adopted 

 

Qualitative data analysis is an iterative procedure of investigating and translating non-

numeric data to increase a more insightful understanding of the phenomenon (Uma 

and Roger, 2009). Figure 13 shows the collaboration process implemented in 

analysing texts from participants comments. The incorporated step by step process 

performed while analysing the participant’s responses included:  
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Field Data Collection: suggests to the accepting of data through Survey Monkey and 

developing topics during the data analysis process. 

 

Data Exploration: This refers to the interpretation and rearranging the information 

obtained from the Survey to gain more insight relating to the research objectives.  

 

Data Reduction: This section of qualitative data analysis includes coding and 

arrangement of codes for better identification of developing themes and new thoughts 

(Makhanya, 2016). Coding is the process of choosing significances from the content, 

which conforms to the research goals. Codes are words or articulations representing 

the verbal information, and they are vital in fulfilling a purpose. The code structure can 

be inductive, start list techniques or incorporated methodology.  

 

For the purpose and objectives of this research, the researcher pursued the Start list 

Methods, which incorporates:  

 

a) Preliminary arranging structure  

b) Deductive in nature  

c) Initial codes are drawn from the literature review or researcher’s ability 

 

Analysis: This part of the research presents the analysis of the text from the 

participant’s responses. 

 

Data coding and data consolidation: In this section, the objective was to reduce 

variation and streamline the data using excel software according to the themes. The 

data is graphically presented according to the topics covered in the literature and for 

ease of reporting. 

 

The recommendations from the participant’s comments, responses and experience 

with the locomotives operating in the Thabazimbi channel; all provided the context to 

address the research questions for this research and come to conclusions. 
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3.8 Reliability and Validity 

 

Different authors describe reliability in different ways. In this research, reliability 

suggests the ability to deliver the same results repeatedly, utilising similar instruments 

and procedures in similar environmental settings (Marnewick, 2013). Reliability is 

sensitive to factors like the condition of the observer, participant errors, and preference 

of role players (Makhanya, 2016). Validity is characterised by Walliman (2011), as the 

capability of the tools or methods to produce the desired results.  

 

This research adopted the well-established practices in the field of engineering and 

collected data from a trustworthy database. The reliability of the Likert scale was 

affirmed by using Cronbach's alpha, which is an efficient approach to deal with how 

well the tools applied and the legitimacy of the questions in the Likert scale supplement 

each other to measure the concept of interest Tavakol and Dennick (2011), 

recommend that the Cronbach's alpha of under 0.60 is unsuitable, yet anything from 

0.7 and upward is adequate to make a knowledgeable conclusion.  

 

In this research, the Maintenance Manager and fleet owner assumed the role of being 

specialists to pass judgment on the validity of the research questionnaire.  

 

3.9 Limitations 

 

Data gathered to address the research questions was just restricted to the locomotives 

and operators working on the Thabazimbi channel line. The results of the research are 

just restricted to the Thabazimbi channel; they exclude other different business 

operating channels. The recommendations and conclusions of the research are limited 

to the data provided to the project team. 

 

3.10 Conclusion 

 

The chapter outlined the description of the mind map that helped the researcher to 

achieve the research questions. The research approaches adopted in this research 

were derived from the existing literature.  
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The study also adopted the exploratory approach to intensely understand the causes 

that affect the reliability and rolling stock operating on the Thabazimbi channel. This 

chapter also embarked on a detailed process which explained how data was collected 

for this research. The next chapter presents findings and the results of the field report 

adopted from the heavy haul company Asset Management System (AMS). 
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4. CHAPTER FOUR: DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS and RESULTS 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

A case study approach was followed for this research. The Thabazimbi operational 

channel experiences a challenge of executing efficient train service and minimising 

rolling stock downtime and increasing throughput. There is pressure for Thabazimbi 

channel to reduce the overall inefficiencies of rolling stock and increase availability, 

reliability and safety of the fleet. Therefore  

 

The main objective of this research was to examine the challenges that affect the 

reliability and maintainability of rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi channel. Also, 

assist the heavy haul company in optimising reliability and maintenance of its rolling 

stock. The research findings presented in this chapter will assist in giving meaningful 

input of the performance of the fleet and the challenges that the Thabazimbi channel 

is faced with. The setup of this research was to achieve the research objectives which 

are: (1) to determine the challenges affecting the reliability of rolling stock in the 

Thabazimbi channel. (2) to determine the success factors to improve the reliability of 

rolling stock. (3) to identify the strategies which can support the heavy haul company 

to improve the reliability of rolling stock in the Thabazimbi channel. The research was 

conducted through utilising primary and secondary data collection method which 

included a survey for the analysis of the results and it is presented in this chapter. 

 

4.2 Operational Data Analysis 

 

This part of the research presents historical data obtained from the heavy haul 

company asset management system database. This section of the chapter presents 

the trend and frequency of the failure rate of 34 D class locomotives operating in the 

Thabazimbi channel, for twelve months. The fleet size comprises of Two hundred and 

nineteen (219) locomotives. 
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4.2.1 Fleet Size and Failures throughout observation 

 

The table below presents the statistics of the failures that occurred on the locomotives 

that were in operation during the period of observation. The research team adopted 

the following steps in order to generate the calculations below: 

 

Step 1: The team identified the period of observation (Aug-2018 to July 2019). 

Step 2: Identified units in the form of (hours, days and months), but this research 

adopted the monthly superposition. 

Step 3: Determined the total number of events in each superposition: this included 

identification of duplicates and removing them. 

Step 4: Identified the number of locomotives and failures per unit. 

Step 5: Identified the type of statistical distribution model (Goodness of fit test) which 

best fit the data using the P- values a p-value less than 0,05 is statistically significant 

and a p-value higher than 0,05 is not statistically significant and Anderson – Darling 

number (AD*) from Minitab 17. 

Step 6: Analysed the text from the field report to identify the cause of failure. This 

included linking the themes identified from the literature with the reported defects using 

the predetermined codes this was done with the use of Minitab 17 statistical software. 

 

Table 6 Fleet Size and Failures throughout observation 

Trend dates  
Frequency of 

failures (monthly) 
Fleet size Failure/Fleet size 

Cumulative 
failures 

Aug-18 149 219 0.680 0.680 

Sep-18 145 219 0.662 1.342 

Oct-18 163 219 0.744 2.087 

Nov-18 185 219 0.845 2.932 

Dec-18 131 219 0.598 3.530 

Jan-19 142 219 0.648 4.178 

Feb-19 159 219 0.726 4.904 

Mar-19 191 219 0.872 5.776 

Apr-19 151 219 0.689 6.466 

May-19 165 219 0.753 7.219 

Jun-19 139 219 0.635 7.854 

Jul-19 129 219 0.589 8.443 
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Table 6 illustrates the failure rate of the Thabazimbi channel locomotives that were 

observed throughout investigation. Column one represents the months that the 

locomotives were observed for the research.  Column two represents the trend 

analysis of the locomotive failures occurred over eleven months of observation, and 

column two illustrates that the locomotive failures are not distributed normally as they 

start with a high value of 149 and a mean value of 154, the table also indicates that 

the failure is declining with time which also supports that the failures fall in the 

decreasing failure rate stage (infant stage) of the bathtub (figure 7) covered in the 

literature.  

 

The following section of the research presents the model that this research adopted 

to analyse and fulfil the objectives of this research. 

 

4.2.2 Goodness of fit Test 

 

This section investigated the statistical model which best suit the data distribution 

model using the Anderson-Darling number (AD) and P values. The results in table 7 

provide the ability of which distribution model best suit the data of failing assets. The 

exponential distribution had the highest AD value of 4.309, which indicated that the 

distribution was not the best suitable distribution model for this research data. The 

smallest extreme value distribution also had the second-highest AD number of 0, 60.  

 

However, Rao and Mohsin  (2018), maintain that the Weibull and Gamma distributions 

are the most used distribution models to analyse the failures for assets like 

locomotives.  Therefore Weibull and Gamma were the best two model distribution with 

P values of > than 0,005 (0,228 and 0,250) and AD values of (0,471 and 0,264). The 

researcher’s data Skewness was 0.700, a Mean of 154 and a Median of 150 which 

means that this research’s data was not normally distributed. The Weibull distribution 

had the AD number of 0,471. Hence, the current research used the Weibull distribution 

for further analysis. 
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Table 7 Goodness of fit test 

Distribution AD* P values 

Normal 0,301 0,524 

Box cox Transformation 0,148 0,950 

Lognormal 0,220 0,785 

3 - Parameter Lognormal 0,170 0,341 

Exponential 4,309 <*0,003 

2 - Parameter Exponential 0,457 >0,250 

Weibull 0,471 >0,228 

3 - Parameter  Weibull 0,305 >0,500 

Smallest Extreme value 0,600 0,102 

Largest Extreme value 0,171 >0,250 

Gamma 0,264 >0,250 

3 - Parameter Gamma 0,234 0,626 

Logistic 0,267 >0,250 

Loglogistics 0,212 >0,250 

3 - Parameter Loglogistic 0,168 0,361 

 

4.2.3 Hazard Plot Weibull Analysis 

 

This portion of the research presents the failure pattern of the locomotive fleet to 

determine the shape of the failure rate against time. Figure 14  shows the hazard plot 

of the failure spread per day over twelve months. The research team used days as the 

unit measure instead of months to plot figure 14, for the benefif of visibility and quality 

of the graph. Furthermore beyond 184 days there was no trend or changes hence the 

graph ends at 180 days. 
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Figure 14 Hazard Plot 

 

 Shape or β: The concept of β is to analyse data sets with or without failures. 

When β < 1 represent early failures in the bathtub curve these are caused by material 

defects design blunders at the time asembly or production. β = 1 falls within 

random/constant rapid failure rates which are generally caused by, stress exceeding 

strenght. β > 1 indicates that the failures fall under wear out stage of the bathtub curve, 

due to fatigue or depletion of material.  

 

The shape parameter plays an important role in describing the condition of an asset, 

in the statistical model (bathtub curve). The fleet under scrutiny has an actual 

existence shape parameter of 0.820, which implies that the failures are going down 

with time and that the failures fall under the infant stage of the bathtub curve with 

random occurring failures. 

 

 Scale or η: Figure 14 illustrates the scale parameter of 26.63 per day of the 

Thabazimbi channel locomotives under examination.  
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 Mean, Standard Deviation: The fleet has an expected 29.65 errors or 

approximately 30 failures per day with the standard deviation of 36.39, this means 

that the variation of the failures is spread out wide over time. 

 

 Interquartile Range (IQR): This is the procedure of distributing data into four 

equivalent groups and subtract the first quarter to the last quarter (third quartile – 

first quartile). The interquartile range is essential in categorising the data 

abnormalities. This research did not implement the strategy of utilising the 

interquartile range since all data gathered for this research was incorporated in the 

analysis. 

 

The following section of the research presents the Pareto chart that classifies the 

ranking of the locomotive failures by ranking them from the highest to the lowest. 

 

4.2.4 Pareto Chart of Locomotive Failures 

 

Figure 15 consolidates the locomotive failures according to their poor reliability train 

service disruption from highest to lowest. 

 

 

Figure 15 Pareto Chart 
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The chart indicates that the top twenty percent of the locomotive defects cause eighty 

percent of the poor reliability of 34D locomotives operating in the Thabazimbi channel. 

The top twenty percent included no operation (which means the driver could not 

determine what the problem was), locomotive trips, locomotive not starting, water 

leaks, brakes, power and loco shutdown. 

 

The bottom eighty percent of the locomotive defects, causing twenty percent of the 

poor reliability of 34D locomotives included lights, air pressure, vigilance, engine, 

compressor, oil, heater and others.  

 

The next section of the research presents the cause and effect diagram of the 

locomotive failures. The detailed information regarding the cause and effect diagram 

analysis is shown on Appendix (A.3). 

 

4.2.6 Factors affecting the fleet reliability from the document review  

 

The following figure presents the causes and elements of the factors affecting fleet 

reliability obtained from the field operational report. It further illustrates the percentage 

that each cause contributed to each factor. These factors were identified in the 

literature, and the percentages were generated through the use of microsoft excel. 

The researcher is presenting the fishbone diagram not in a classic use of the six M’s 

factors. 
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Factors 

affecting 

Fleet

 reliability

Rail infrastructure 0.2%
Succession planning 

Pre-inspection 2%

 

Figure 16 Fish Bone Diagram 

 

Figure 16 illustrates the cause and effect of quantitative analysis from the operational 

data reports. This included linking the themes identified from the literature with the 

reported issues using the predetermined codes, the percentages shown in figure 16 

were generated using Minitab 17 statistical software. The operational data had a total 

number of 1524 lines of defects analysed, of which figure 16 shows that unscheduled 

maintenance of the fleet constituted 46% from the operational data analysed. This 

means that the majority of the train service in the Thabazimbi channel was affected by 

maintenance. Followed by theft and vandalism with a contribution of 30%, this could 

be caused by lack of security, increased informal settlements next to the railway lines 

and socio-economic challenges. Driver behaviour and computer systems contributed 

8% to the poor reliability and fleet performance operating in the Thabazimbi Channel. 
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4.3 Survey Data Analysis 

 

This part of the research presents the results of the survey. The researcher invited 

fifty-one participants to respond to the survey questionnaire, but thirty-eight 

participants responded, which is 75% response rate, which is a good acceptable 

response rate according to (Saldivar, 2012). The survey was distributed to all 

participants with access to emails, and are working within the maintenance department 

of the Thabazimbi channel locomotives. The participants included maintenance 

managers, maintenance planners, Artisans, Technicians and Executive managers. 

The participants were selected on the basis that: 

 They worked in the Thabazimbi channel for five and more years 

 They have been working with diesel locomotives, and  

 They worked on the maintenance department of locomotives. 

 

The first portion of the questionnaire requested the participants their level of 

experience within the organisation and their number of years working with the 34 D 

class locomotives operating in the Thabazimbi channel. In the second portion, 

participants rated the Likert scale items which included the factors and challenges 

identified from the literature. Lastly the questionnaire requested the participants to 

recommend strategies for improvement and consideration. 

 

4.3.1 Section A: Biography 

 

4.3.1.1 Level of Experience in the Organisation 

 

Table 8 below illustrates the results of the participants that participated on the online 

survey under the biography section. The results are interpreted below the table. 

 

Table 8 Level of Experience in the Organisation 

Answer choice Frequency Related percentage Cumulative percentage 

1-5 years 9 24% 24% 

6-10 years 17 45% 68% 
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Answer choice Frequency Related percentage Cumulative percentage 

11-20 years 8 21% 89% 

20 and above 4 11% 100% 

Total 38 100%  

 

 

Out of the fifty-one participants that the survey had aimed at, thirty eight participants 

responded and had between 6-10 years of work experience. They contributed 45% of 

the respondents on the survey, meaning they were well experienced and matured 

participants to answer the questionnaire. Secondly, the majority, which is the youth 

working on the Thabazimbi channel contributed 24 % on the survey questionnaire, 

meaning they were eager and willing to participate in the survey. The adult and 

seasoned group of workers 20 and above accounted for only twenty percent of the 

number of participants. 

 

4.3.1.2 Educational levels 

 

Table 9 Educational Levels 

Answer choice Frequency 
Related 

percentage 
Cumulative percentage 

Secondary school qualification 0 0% 0% 

Matric qualification 6 16% 16% 

Three year degree 14 37% 53% 

Four year degree (BSc hons, B tech 
etc. 

15 39% 92% 

Master’s degree 3 8% 100% 

PhD or equivalent 0 0% 100% 

Total 38 100%  

 

In this section of the research table 9 presents the results of the educational 

qualifications of the participants that took part in the online survey. Out of fifty-one, 

thirty-eight participants responded to the questionnaire relating to qualifications. The 

results indicate that 37% of the participants had matric and a four-year degree, which 

means that their experience plus their level of education was relevant and added 

meaningful insight to the research topic and questionnaire. 
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4.3.2 Section B: Research Questions 

 

The researcher developed two sections of the questionnaire, which included the 

factors and challenges that affect fleet reliability. The participants rated the two themes 

of the questionnaire using a five-level Likert scale. The two themes were aimed at 

determining what can be done to improve the reliability and maintainability of the diesel 

locomotives operating in the Thabazimbi channel.  

Furthermore, the participants were requested to give their input on strategies that 

could be considered for management to implement in order to improve reliability on 

the fleet. The Cronbach’s alpha provided the capability to quantify the internal 

consistency of the Likert scale items. 

 

4.3.2.1 Critical success factors for improving reliability 

 

This section of the research provided the participants with the critical success factors 

gathered from the literature, of which they were requested to rate them on a five-level 

Likert scale. The following table presents the results and analysis of the items that 

were included in the success factors from the results of the online survey. 

 

Table 10 Critical Success Factors Results 

Item 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

agree 
Weighted 

average 
1 2 3 4 5 

An overall culture shift is 

required for an 

organisation to fully 

understand the big picture 

when it comes to asset 

reliability 

0% 

0 

2.7% 

1 

14% 

5 

35% 

13 

49% 

18 
4.30 

The role of maintenance 

and reliability in 

operations in  policy plays 

a crucial role in asset 

management 

2.7% 

1 

2.7% 

1 

8% 

3 

35% 

13 

51% 

19 
4.30 
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Item 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

agree 
Weighted 

average 
1 2 3 4 5 

A reliability programme 

provides an appropriate 

means of monitoring the 

effectiveness of a 

maintenance programme 

2.7% 

1 

2.7% 

1 

11% 

4 

41% 

15 

43% 

16 
4.19 

Senior management has 

linked rolling stock 

maintenance to the 

business strategy and 

scorecard 

0% 

0 

5% 

2 

22% 

8 

41% 

15 

32% 

12 
4.00 

The organisation uses 

modern technology to 

identify locomotive faults 

2.7% 

1 

8.% 

3 

24% 

9 

41% 

15 

24% 

9 
3.76 

There is regular staff 

training on the locomotive 

maintenance and fault 

finding 

0% 

0 

11% 

4 

19% 

7 

41% 

15 

30% 

11 
3.89 

The organisation invests 

funding to rehabilitate its 

rail infrastructure and 

rolling stock 

2.7% 

1 

5% 

2 

16% 

6 

41% 

15 

35% 

13 
4.00 

 

Table 10 shows that out of fifty-one participants that were targeted to rate the items 

per factor, only thirty-eight responded. The majority (51%) strongly agreed that the 

role of maintenance and reliability policies in locomotive operations plays a crucial role 

in a railway organisation. The Likert scale of the items in Table 10 had an internal 

consistency of Cronbach’s alpha of 0.8222, suggesting that the items were closely 

related to each other as a group.  

 

The other (49%) participants felt that an overall culture shift is required for an 

organisation to fully understand the big picture when it comes to asset reliability. Which 

means that if reliability culture is embedded in organisation reliability can be improved. 
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The other group of (43%) suggested that a reliability programme can provide an 

appropriate means of monitoring the effectiveness of a maintenance programme.  

Lastly (35%) of the participants strongly agreed that capital funding is also an 

important aspect for any organisation in order to meet its business and customer 

obligations.  

 

4.3.2.2 Challenges that affect reliability 

 

This section of the research provided the participants with the challenges that affect 

reliability collected from the literature, of which they were requested to rate them on a 

five-level Likert scale. The following table presents the results and analysis of the items 

that were included on the challenges affecting reliability from the results of the online 

survey. 

 

Table 11 Challenges that affect reliability results 

Item 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

agree 
Weighted 

average 
1 2 3 4 5 

Heavy haul company has 

integrated asset 

management policy 

0% 

0 

6% 

2 

18% 

6 

47% 

16 

29% 

10 
4.00 

Heavy haul company has 

an ageing fleet 

0% 

0 

3% 

1 

11% 

4 

49% 

17 

37% 

13 
4.20 

Global railway companies 

experience theft and 

vandalism on their rail 

infrastructure 

0% 

0 

9% 

3 

20% 

7 

17% 

6 

54% 

19 
4.17 

Adverse weather 

conditions contribute 

negatively on fleet 

performance 

0% 

0 

9% 

2 

18% 

6 

38% 

13 

38% 

13 
4.09 

There is regular staff 

training on the locomotive 

maintenance and fault 

finding 

0% 

0 

9% 

3 

26% 

9 

41% 

14 

24% 

8 
3.79 
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Item 

Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

agree 
Weighted 

average 
1 2 3 4 5 

The maintenance policies 

are consistent with the 

organisation strategy 

0% 

0 

11% 

4 

31% 

11 

23% 

8 

34% 

12 
3.80 

Senior management has 

allocated maintenance 

budget for the fleet of 

locomotives 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

23% 

8 

43% 

15 

34% 

12 
4.11 

 

This section of the research shows that out of fifty-one participants that the online 

survey targeted only thirty-eight responded on the theft challenges. The table above 

reveals that (54%) of the participants strongly agree that theft and vandalism has a 

huge impact on the railway infrastructure. This means that many of global railway 

companies including the heavy haul company, will continue spending more funds on 

maintenance, security, reliability programmes and rail infrastructure, in order to 

minimise this challenge and to meet its customer requirements.  

 

The second thirty-eight majority of the participants who constitutes of (49%) felt that 

ageing of the fleet for heavy haul company is also a major concern, which means that 

asset management policy which talks about asset care and management is not being 

fully implemented to mitigate this challenge. Another group which contributed to (38%) 

suggested that adverse weather conditions contribute negatively to fleet performance. 

This is as a result of nature of which railway companies do not have control of, but can 

only put contingency funds to address the challenge whenever it arises. A further 

(43%) of the participants agreed that funding is also an important aspect for any 

organisation in order to meet its business and customer obligations. Lastly, forty-one 

(41%) felt that training and development of personnel is not a major challenge for the 

heavy haul company. 
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4.3.2.3 Strategies for Consideration 

 

This section of the research requested the participants to recommend strategies for 

consideration. The top five strategies that were aligned with the survey questionnaire 

and the research objectives were: 

 The organisation needs to invest heavily on the maintenance of assets and 

infrastructure. 

 The fleet should be maintained as per maintenance schedule. 

 Personnel need regular training on locomotive maintenance. 

 More security guard personnel should be employed to prevent vandalism and 

theft of the rolling stock. 

 Business needs should inform a well-orchestrated and integrated approach to 

the acquisition and deployment of the fleet for operational readiness. 

 

4.4 Pattern Matching  

 

This section of the research compares the results from the survey and operational 

data. Analysis of the data from operational reports (failures) suggests that 

unscheduled maintenance and locomotive pre-inspection were the major contributing 

factors on the locomotive failures. Table 12 summarises the similarities and 

differences from the operational data and the online survey, this concept is referred to 

as pattern-matching. According to Almutairi, Gardner and McCarthy (2014) pattern 

matching is a technique used to analyse and synthesising the multiple findings 

obtained from a case study research. 

 

Table 12 Pattern matching of the Operational data and Questionnaire results 

Factor Online Survey Operational Data 

Theft 

Seventy-one percent (71%) of the online 

survey participants suggested that theft and 

vandalism were a major contributing factor on 

railway infrastructure companies. This meant 

that the reliability of the fleet is impacted due 

to theft and vandalism. 

The operational data also 

showed that 30% of the failures 

were due to theft and vandalism. 
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Factor Online Survey Operational Data 

Asset 

condition 

The analysis from the online respondents 

suggests that the fleet operating in the 

Thabazimbi channel, its failures are occurring 

in the infant mortality stage of the bathtub 

curve. During the infant mortality stage, the 

asset experiences a decreasing failure rate. 

The operational data also 

illustrated different results as 

there were no failures caused by 

poor asset condition. 

Maintenance 

Policies 

Eighty-six percent (86%) of the participants 

suggested that the organisations' 

maintenance policies were in line with the 

overall business strategy. Secondly, they 

suggested that maintenance played a crucial 

role in operations, which does not match what 

the field operational results revealed 

The operational data showed 

that reliability was improving with 

time because the failure rate 

was decreasing. 

Weather 

Seventy-six percent (76%) of the online 

survey participants strongly agreed that 

adverse weather conditions affect train 

operations. Which does not complement the 

results from the operational data. 

The operational data revealed 

contrary results of climate 

condition failures with (2%) of 

contribution as opposed to the 

online results. 

Integrated 

Asset 

management 

The participants suggested that the 

organisational maintenance policies are 

aligned with asset management reliability 

programmes.  

The results from the operational 

data also proved that integrated 

asset management was well 

managed and implemented 

because the reliability of the fleet 

was improving with time. 

Training The survey results revealed that training is not 

an issue. This was observed as a similarity 

The operational data results did 

not reveal any failures that were 

caused by lack of training. 

Funding The participants suggested that the 

organisation must invest in new locomotives 

for the future and components for the current 

fleet in order to prevent delays when the 

current fleet needs maintenance. 

The operational data showed 

that most failures occurred as a 

result of unscheduled 

maintenance. 

 

 

Table 12 identified the differences and similarities between the operational field data 

and the survey results. Analysis from the operational data reveals that the fleet failure 

rate is at the infant mortality stage.  
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During this phase, the assets are experiencing a decreasing failure rate. Also, the 

operational data analysis revealed that 46% percent of the failures were as a result of 

unscheduled maintenance. However, although the participants suggested that training 

was not an issue and that maintenance policies were aligned with the organisation 

strategy, and reliability was improving with time, this was observed as a similarity. 

Secondly, the researcher observed that although the training and policies were in line 

and followed, the failing points were as a result of unscheduled or unplanned 

maintenance. 

 

4.5 Conclusion  

 

This chapter revealed the findings from the field operational data, and the online 

survey questionnaire results. The operational data was collected from two hundred 

and nineteen (219) locomotive for eleven (11) months. The failure rate calculations in 

Table 6 provided an understanding to find a relationship between the failures of 

locomotives over time. The Goodness of fit test results proved that Weibull and 

Gamma distributions models were the only ones that could interpret the healthiness 

of the locomotive failures.  

 

The Pareto Chart provided the capability to display the top twenty percent of the 

locomotive failures that cause eighty percent of the poor reliability of 34D locomotives 

operating in the Thabazimbi channel. The top twenty percent included no operation 

(which means the driver could not determine what the problem was), locomotive trips, 

locomotive not starting, water leaks, brakes, power and loco shutdown. The bottom 

eighty percent of the locomotive failures causing twenty percent of the poor reliability 

of 34D locomotives included lights, air pressure, vigilance, engine, compressor, oil, 

heater and others. 

 

The survey results included the demographics, level of experience and educational 

qualifications of the participants. Likert scale was adopted for the participants to rate 

the items of the factors and challenges that affect the fleet. Also, the survey results 

revealed the strategies for consideration that the heavy haul company can adopt and 

implement to improve the reliability and maintainability of its rolling stock. Fifty-one 51 
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participants were invited only thirty-seven (37) participated in the survey. The survey 

results revealed that seventy-one percent (71%) of the participants suggested that 

theft and vandalism are the major contributing factors that affect the reliability of the 

Railway Company’s infrastructure and rolling stock. 
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5. CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

This research was undertaken within the Thabazimbi channel environment. The 

research was triggered by work done by previous researchers on the railway 

companies citing issues, relating to locomotive maintenance and rolling stock 

challenges operating in the Thabazimbi Channel. Previous researchers highlighted a 

whole range of factors that affect railway organisations, such as maintenance policies, 

lack of personnel training and operational expenditure on locomotive maintenance 

(Dibakoane, 2013).  

 

The literature gathered from previous researchers demonstrated that there is still a 

huge gap in the implementation and management of rolling stock maintenance policies 

in railway organisations. The research focused on the 34D class diesel locomotives 

operating in the Thabazimbi channel. 

 

Literature obtained from previously published work played an important role in 

constructing the research questions and constructing the research methodology and 

data collection method and analysis. The research utilised both qualitative and 

quantitative approaches in acquiring data and seeking answers to the research 

questions.  

 

This chapter’s focus is to outline and link the literature covered in chapter 2, the 

research methodology, and the results from the operational data analysis and the 

findings from the online survey to address the research questions. The first part of the 

chapter is the discussion of the findings and the second part is the recommendations, 

conclusion and future work. 

 

5.2 Discussion 

 

The research focused on three primary objectives namely; (1) determining the 

challenges that affect reliability of rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi channel, 
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(2) determining the success factors to improving the reliability of rolling stock, (3) 

identifying maintenance strategies that can support the heavy haul company to 

improve the reliability of its rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi channel. 

 

5.2.1 Challenges affecting the reliability of rolling stock. 

 

Reliability is the probability that a piece of equipment, asset or machinery will carry out 

its planned function under specified environment for a specific duration. Reliability 

plays a pivotal role in the successful operation of rolling stock and its operation in 

heavy haul railway companies. The results of the online survey revealed that one of 

the challenges facing reliability improvement and rolling stock maintenance in the 

heavy haul company was vandalism and theft of railway infrastructure. These results 

and findings are supported by research conducted by (Ramuhulu and Chiranga, 

2018). 

 

5.2.2 Critical success factors to improve the reliability of rolling stock. 

 

The second research objective was to determine the critical success factors that can 

improve the reliability and maintainability of rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi 

channel. The literature presented this research with success factors such as improved 

organisational culture, improved reliability programmes and regular training on 

locomotive maintenance personnel. According to Vujovic,et al., (2012) an organisation 

should develop the reliability program as a continuous improvement strategy, in order 

to yield benefits of healthy and productive fleet performance. The operational data 

results indicated that majority of the locomotive failures occurred because of 

unplanned maintenance.  

 

5.2.3 Strategies for improvement to optimise reliability 

 

The literature provided several well-established reliability improvement strategies. The 

strategies include Total quality management (TQM), Lean six sigma and Total 

Productive Maintenance (TPM).  
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The strategies integrate the business objectives from employee involvement, visual 

management and supplier networks (business processes, organisation infrastructure 

and corporate governance) as key performance indicators to drive reliability 

improvement. 

 

This research made use of operational field data and online survey technique to 

identify success factors to optimise and improve the reliability and maintainability of 

the organisation’s assets that operate in the Thabazimbi operational area. 

 

The results indicated that the organisation did not have any technique or strategy 

employed to detect failures of locomotive early or before they occurred. This was 

evident from the results of the operational data where most failures were as a result 

of unplanned maintenance.  

 

5.3 Recommendations 

 

Reliability has been characterized as the probability that an object will achieve its 

intended function under specified conditions for a particular timeframe, and that quality 

can be characterized as how the receiver of a product or service recognizes the 

product or service before purchasing, upon delivery and after the delivery and use 

(Rao, et al., 2011). 

 

 The heavy haul company should consider integrating its existing maintenance 

strategy with Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) and Business Centred 

Maintenance (BCM) strategy in order to maximise and optimise its asset 

condition, availability and maintenance. 

 The heavy haul railway company should consider investing in modern security 

systems such as drones (a flying robot that can be remotely controlled) to 

strengthen security in their operational hotspot areas. 

 The organisation should involve all stakeholders when implementing reliability 

and maintenance programs during the acquisition of new assets and 

locomotives. 
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 The researcher also recommends that the heavy haul company should 

integrate maintenance plans, volumes increase with the assets utilisation in 

order to avoid mismatch during the assets maintenance overhaul schedules. 

 Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) should form part of transferring the 

skills of maintaining the assets to the heavy haul maintenance personnel. 

 Invest in modern railway infrastructures, such as signalling and train controlling 

equipment; this will add more value to freight rail transportation and will unlock 

more job opportunities. 

 

5.4 Research Challenges and Limitations 

 

 The research only collected the data about rolling stock operating in the 

Thabazimbi channel. It excluded all other business units and operational 

channels of the case study company. It only involved people who are working 

in the Thabazimbi channel.  

 The research team was limited only to the operational field data (11 month 

period) and survey results to analyse and meet the research objectives. With 

these constraints, the researcher and the project team could not be able to 

quantify the monetary value of the factors that harm the Thabazimbi fleet 

performance. 

 The research cannot be generalised across other operational channels of the 

heavy haul company. 

 There is a lack of literature covered on this topic in the Southern African 

Development Community (SADC), the majority is covered in the European 

railway industry, and therefore the recommendations and results of the 

publications may vary in South Africa due to climate changes and other natural 

causes. 

 

5.5 Conclusions  

 

This research explored the reliability and maintenance of the rolling stock operating in 

the Thabazimbi channel. This research utilised statistical methods and questionnaires 

for data collection to address the research questions and attain an in-depth knowledge 
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of the topic. The source of data collection was the database of the heavy haul company 

for the locomotives operating in the Thabazimbi channel. 

 

The results revealed that the fleet was experiencing a decreasing failure rate, which 

means reliability was improving with time. Participants from the survey results and 

operational data strongly agreed that the heavy haul company railway infrastructure 

experiences theft and vandalism. The organisation did not have a modern reliability 

system or technology to detect failures before they occurred. Also, the organisation 

did not adhere to its existing maintenance schedule; hence most of the failures were 

as a result of unplanned or unscheduled maintenance. 

 

The heavy haul company should focus on visual management, and people involved in 

maintenance of the rolling stock operating in the Thabazimbi channel. Furthermore, 

the organisation should adopt a proactive tactic to manage and implement asset 

management policy. 

 

5.5.1 Recommendations for Future Work 

 

 Integration of Total Quality Management System (TQMS) into the existing 

maintenance strategies. 

 Secondly, further research can be carried out to investigate how asset 

management policy can be utilised to optimise the reliability of locomotives and 

lower maintenance cost while satisfying the business objectives. 

 Top executive management perception to reactive maintenance strategies. 
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A.2. Questionnaire Design 

 

Section A: Biography 

 

Please answer the following questions by selecting the category relevant to you. 

Demographic Data 

1. What is your level of experience? a. 1-5 years 
 

b. 6-10 years 
 

c. 11-20 years 
 

d. 20 and above 
 

2. How long have you worked with 
34 class diesel locomotives 
operating in the Thaba channel? 

a. Less than 12 months 
 

b. 1-5 years 
 

c. 6-10 years 
 

d. 11-15 years 
 

e. 16-20 years 
 

f. 20 ≥years 
 

 

Section B: Research questions 

 

This section seeks to determine what can be done to improve the reliability and 

maintainability of the diesel locomotives operating in the Thaba channel. 

 

We have identified the following factors from literature that are known as success 

factors from global research. 

 

1 = SD - Strongly disagree        3 = N - Neutral            5. SA – Strongly agree 

2 = D - Disagree                        4 = A – Agree 

 

Critical success factors for improving reliability 
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Factor Question SD D N A SA 

Organisational 

culture 

Overall culture shift is required for an organization to 

fully understand the big picture when it comes to 

asset reliability 

     

Organisational 

policies 

The role of maintenance and reliability in operations 

in  policy plays a crucial role in asset management 

     

Reliability 

programmes 

A reliability programme provides an appropriate 

means of monitoring the effectiveness of a 

maintenance programme 

     

Asset fleet 

management 

Senior management has linked rolling stock 

maintenance to the business strategy and score 

card 

     

Real time 

monitoring 

The organisation uses modern technology to identify 

locomotive faults 

     

Training 
There is regular staff training on the locomotive 

maintenance and fault finding 

     

Capital 

funding 

The organisation invests funding to rehabilitate its 

rail infrastructure and rolling stock 

     

 

 

We have identified the following challenges from literature that are known as success 

factors from global research. 

 

1 = SD - Strongly disagree        3 = N - Neutral            5. SA – Strongly agree 

2 = D - Disagree                        4 = A – Agree 

 

Challenges affecting reliability in the Thaba channel 

Challenge Question SD D N A SA 

Integrated Asset 

management 

Heavy haul company has integrated asset 

management policy 

     

Asset condition Heavy haul company has an ageing fleet      

Theft 
Global railway companies experience theft and 

vandalism on their rail infrastructure 

     

Climate 
Adverse weather conditions contribute 

negatively on fleet performance 

     

Training 
There is regular staff training on the locomotive 

maintenance and fault finding 
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Challenge Question SD D N A SA 

Maintenance 

policies 

The maintenance policies are consistent with the 

organisation strategy 

     

Funding 
Senior management has allocated maintenance 

budget for the fleet of locomotives 

     

 

 

3. Please recommend strategies for consideration 
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A.3. Cause and Effect Diagram 

 

Cause and Effect table for factors that affect the performance of the fleet. 

Factor Cause Counts Percentage Cumulative 

Maintenance 
Unscheduled 
maintenance 

855 46% 46% 

  Productivity 23 1% 47% 

  Loco inspection 0 7% 55% 

  Rail infrastructure 0 0% 55% 

  Asset management  0 0% 55% 

Climate changes  Temperature 25 1% 56% 

  Humidity 0 0% 56% 

Operating environment Rail conditions  3 0% 56% 

  Driver behaviour 140 8% 64% 

  power failure 25 1% 65% 

  Cable theft 28 1% 67% 

  Loco condition  421 23% 89% 

Communities Community unrests 5 0% 89% 

  Theft and vandalism 38 2% 91% 

Skills and Training Driver road knowledge 3 0% 92% 

  Training budget 0 0% 92% 

  Succession planning 0 0% 92% 

Technology Computers systems 145 8% 99% 

  Management system 10 1% 100% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


